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L1JUQUEUQUE,

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING.

HARNESSING SIERRA

PEACE CONFERENCE

STREAMS-VA-

AUGUST 15. 1005.

DEVELOPMENT

ST

XUMUfilt
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DISCIPLES OF GREAT

OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY SOLVING PROBLEM OF

COVERS MORE GROUND
Article Four is Accepted and Article Five is
Agreed on But Reserved For Future

The ployed Is obtained through the inSe- stallation of electt ic power transmission plants.
Oakland,
attle, Tacoma, Spokane,
Imagine a perpendicular column of
Berkeley, Alameda. Sacramento, Stock water 1.HH0 feet high, twenty-sInches
Hakersfleld,
Fresno,
ton, San Jose,
In diameter at the top and twenty-fou- r
op
Los Angeles and other cities are
Inches in diameter at the boterated by the power of mountain tom such a. column of water Is not
hydro-electenIc
i
Already
streams.
altogether fanciful. What is known
ergy has Invaded San Francisco, and as the Mill Creek plant, ten miles from
within a year from the present writing Redlands, Cab, operates under a heal
the entire street transit system of this of 1.930 feet, which Is higher than that
city will be operated by the electric- of any other power plant in the Unitally transmitted power of mountain ed States. The pressure pipe Is In restreams.
ality, 8,000 feet long, but the point at
In the vast developments of elec- - which the water enters Is 1,900 feet
San Francisco,

Not

THREE STATED WRONG

DISPATCH

IN

Cal

Aug. 13.

upon the Puyallup river, a stream fed
by the glacleis of Mount Rainier. Today this plant, develops 20.000 horsepower which Is used in all branches
of service, light, power and railway,
to the 200,000 people In the cities of

street car systems of Portland,

Consideration.
ARTICLE

AMERICAN BIRD NOW

CHEAPER POWER ON THE PACIFIC COAST

Japanese Drive in Outposts in Manchuria and the Navy
Is Active in Tartary Straits and Along

Roost In Denver Where They Will

TO RbNEW

WAR

AND

PLAY LAST

Seattle and Tacoma, Wash. The plant
Is forty-eigh- t
miles from Seattle and
thirty-twmiles from Tacoma. It sup
plies power to operate the electric
railway systema in Seattle and Ta
coma, aggregating 188 miles of trol
ley road, two cable roads In Seattle
and Tacoma as well as lnterurban
electric lines connecting the two clt- ies. It, furnishes power for a num- -

Flying Away.
NEW CODE TO BE ESTABLISHED AT THIS MEETING

Membership Will Be Restricted but no Occupation
A Home Will Also be Established and
President Elected.

CARD

GIVEN GRAND PUBLIC RECEPTION

Portsmouth. Aug. 1.". At the morn- correspondent of the Times says an
ing session of the peace conference to- Important personage declared to him
day, consideration of articles four, yesterday that If Japan did not abanwhich relates to the l.iao Tang penin- don her demand for indemnity, the
sula and the surrender of the Russian negotiations at Portsmouth would be
leases, was begun. As the cession of broken off this week. Every prepar
Sakhalin is the fifth article, the nat- ation, he said, had been made for a
ural deduction would he that today general mobilization with the view to
would witness the collision and possi- a supreme effort in Manchuria In the
present year, and Russia would play
bly the deadlock.
Hut tt appeared more likely that the her last card before accepting dishon
question of the cession of the Island, orable conditions of peace.
upon which neither side Is prepared to
yield, when reached, by mutual agree- OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE AGREEMENT
ment would be postponed until the
end.
Aug. 15. following
Portsmouth,
The policy of each side, as under- the official announcement of the mornis
stood, is to maneuver to place the re- ing session:
sponsibility of rupture on the other.
"In the morning sitting of August-1certain
It Is regarded as practically
the
conference discussed articles four
at
this
Insist
will
side
that neither
and five. Article four was unanimous
situation
the.
precipitating
upon
time
ly agreed upon. Not being
to ar
which will decide this Issue. If in the rive at a unanimous decisionable
of article
be
to
be
found
agreement
shall
end an
envoys
five
the
have decided to take
impossible, the world will know and a divergence
of views
proceed to
be able to form its judgment of the Hie discussion of otherandarticles. The
merits of the respective contentions, conference will be resumed at three
and place the blame for prolongation o'clock."
of carnage in the far east.
four relates to the surrender
The very fact that ultimately the of Article
the Russian lease on the Liao Tung
world will be able to fix the responsi- peninsula
five, which was
bility for rupture, that in the final an- passed overandon article
account of differences,
alysis the two countries are on trial to
cession of the Island of Sakha
before the public opinion of the world, ' lin the
to Japan.
constitutes the main hope ot tne successful outcome of the negotiations.
JAPAN ESE ARE ACTIVE
Article three was agreed to yesterBOTH ON LAND AND SEA
day, it developed today, was incorrect- j
ly stated to be the cession of the ChiTokio, Aug. 15. Admiral Kataoka
nese Western railroad. That article reports that a detachment of his squad'
will come later. The third article per- ron attacked the Russians guarding
tained to restoration of Chinese admin- , Lazarzba point in Tartary straits on
August 13. Marines were landed and
istration in the province of Manchuria,
and was a necessary and natural se- they were exposed to a sudden attack
quence to article two, providing for from the Russians hidden in the forest.
mutual evacuation and mutual recog- The Japanese loss was only one killed
nition of Chinese territorial Integrity, and four wounded, but the Russians
and the "open door" policy for which were finally dispersed. A torpedo boat
American diplomacy has fought.
destroyer, operating on the east coast
'
of Sakhalin island attacked the RusPortsmouth, Aug. 15. Article four sians holding the telegraph office at
of the peace conditions has been Rairo on August 13 and captured eighagreed upon. The Associated Press is teen men and the telegraph apparatus.
informed that while covering the surrender of lease to the Liao Yang peninWhat Was Done in Manchuria.
sula and Blonde and Elliott Islands,
Field Headquarters, Japanese Army
which are Included in the lease hold,
Manchuria. 5 p. ni., August 13th.
article four, does not include Port Ar- in
Japanese
thur or Dalny, which are covered in a (Delayed in transmission.)
separate article. Japan, it is under- reconnaissance in force along the line
stood, Insists at least for the present, of railway on Kirin road from Chang
upon the occupation of these two Tuf line, drove in Russian outposts.
On August 12 eleven Russians were
points.
killed, ten captured in counter reconST. PETERSBURG CONTINUES
naissance in the direction of Kinyten.
ITS OLD BLUFFING GAME The Russians were driven back by the
.lapanes outposts.
N'w York, Aug. 15 A St. Petersburg

Italy.

Aug. 15.

This is a

anniversary of the battle of
during the Crimean expedition,
in which about 15,uoo Sardian troops
took part. King Victor Emanuel arrived here this morning and was received with great military and civil
honors. The town is profusely decorated and thousands of visitors are
thronging the streets.
In the afternoon there will be a g:and parade and
a review of the few survivor of the
Sardian corps under General la Marmora. The survivors of that battle,
among them Senator and General
of
liava Beecaria, former minister
of
war. The Bersaglierl regiments
Genthe Italian army, organized by
w
ho saw their chief
eral Lu .Marmora,
service In the Crimean expedition,
will take the most promising part In
the celebiation and will have the place
of honor In the parade and review.
One of the interesting historical features of the parade will be the old has-tilflags, which will be taken out of
the Royal armory and carried in the
procession.
Tcher-naya-

Wakefield,

Mass.,

c

'

j

1

Varied Interests Over Country

Aug. 15. The
of the New TO CULTIVATE
Rifle
association

England Military
opens here today. For the first time
history of New England, all
In the
New England states will be represented at an interstate event of this klna.
Teams of crack shots, representing
the militia of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island aril Conr, iicnt have been entered for the - ntest, which will
give a marked impetus to
military rifle practice in the eastern
3tntes. There are many valuable and
handfome troyhies to be competed for
at this tournament. The most valuable one is the Sanborn cup, given by
I h utenant
Colonel Walter L. San-bo- :
n. It will be given to the man making
highest aggregate score in five
oi the team contests.

;e

Planning to Collect a Million.
Ibiffalo. N. Y., Aug. 15 Charles P.
Norton, chancellor of the I'niversity of
Miiffalo, has started an energetic campaign today for the purpose of obtaining at bast hal a million dollars
the purpose of extending and imEdward Grunseld, former New Mex- for
He really
ico agent for the Equitable Life Assur- proving the I'niversity.
to collect a full million, but wi
ance society .and who was transerred hopes
that amount Is conto the company's Philadelphia head- be satisfied if half
The (diject of the movement
quarters, has quit tin- .ife insurance tributed.
business and will go on the road for Is to raise the I'niversity upon a highthe H. V. Bloom & Son wholesale clo- er level of asefficiency and improve its
an educational instituthing firm, of New York. Mr. Gruns. character
feld's territory wlM embrace the south- tion.
west and Albuquerque will be one of
St. Louis Wool Market.
his towns. His many friends will be
glad to hear that he will be a frequent
St. U,uis. Mo., Aug. 15. Wool marvisitor to Albuquerque and it Is need- ket stiaiiy: territory and western meless to say that he will make a very diums. 2'i?i23c: flue medium,
2f.c; fine, 10Q19C.
successful salesman.
e

1

TAFT RECEPTION WAS
MAGNIFICENT AFFAIR

her of factories, together with the
shops of the Northern Pacific railway
and the new pumping plant of the
city of Tacoma, and supplies the
greater noitlon of eommr.-to- i
dence and street lighting in Seattle
and the towns between Seattle and
Tacoma.
Hetween ab Angeles and Redondo
in California, the former steam road
nas given way to an electric line operated by water power. This power
is obtained from the Kern river, 125
mile distant from Los Aneeles.
No one has ever computed in terms
or norsa power tne vast amount ol
electrical power available in Sierra
streams, but It must run away up into
the millions of horse power. The
rapid fall and constant flow of these
streams which are largely supplied
from melting snows, together with the
tact mat that portion or the western
watershed of the Sierras, wnich offers
ODtlOrtUIlities for nower rievt lonment
extends for a distance of 1.8O0 miles
north and south, is a token that some
day the entire transportation of the
Pacific coast will be operated by hy
motive Kwer.

:

NOW DEMANDED

TRADE

RELATIONS

Chicago, Aug. 15. The national
reciprocity conference, called by prominent commercial and industrial or
ganizations of the west and north-- '
west, for the purpose of considering!
plans for extending our foieign com-- '
mercial relations, finding new foreign!
markets for American products, and1
establishing reciprocity in our trade
relations with other powers, will be
called to older in the Auditorium late
this atteruoou. It is by far the niosi
important movement of its kind ever
begun in this country and is broad in
in Us re- its scope and
suits.
The movement, was Inaugurated a
few weeks ago In Chicago at a meeting of representatives of the National
Live Stock association, the Shorthorn
breeders' association of Amei ica, trie)
National Uve Slock exchange, the!
Chicago Commercial association, the
association,
Illinois Manufacturers'
the National Grange, the Millers' federation, the Chicago Hoard of Trade,
Implements Manuthe Agricultural
facturers' association and other similar organizations. The meeting at that
time- practically agreed upon the general principle of trade extension and
reciprocity and decided to call a national conference on the subject.
Tho United States government was!
at first inclined to pay but little notice to the movement, but so great
was the Interest manifested by com-and industrial bodies all over
the count:)', that there could no
burner be any doubt of the fiul that
the movement would have to lie reckoned with in the future. The result
was thai Secretary Wilson of the
of agriculture and Secretary
Metcalf of the department of Labor
and Commerce decided to semi
to the confeienee.
M tealf has also decided to
an invitation to address the con-fe-

AND PEOPLE

the Fraternal Order of Eagles, which
began here today, promises to open a
new epoch in the history ot this popular young fraternal lodge.

PRIVATE LINES BEGAN

PLANT IN THE SIERRAS.
trical power from tne energy of Sierra above the nozzle where 'he water
streams and in the long distance trans-- , strikes the water wheel. This little
mission of that energy, the Pacific column of water, which if liberated.
coast is solving the problem for' would be just about enough to make
a good trout stream, furnishes 5,200
cheaper fuel and power.
Hydro-electrienergy is used for; horse power, or as much power as that
many purposes than to turn street. of an ocean greyhound. As the water!
cars. It furnishes the power to run strikes the buckets of the water wheel
ship yards, flour mills, mines, canning it has a pressure of 850 pounds to the
factories, and gold dredges.
It il- square inch. The average locomotive
luminates cities, pumps water for ir- carries steam at a pressure of 190 or
rigation purposes, furnishes power for 2oo pounds to the square inch. Were
the manufacture of Ice and to heat the stieam as It Issues from the nozbuildings in far away localities;
it zle turned upon a hillside, the earth
propyls machinery of all kmds; runs would fadt away before '.', ?,.lie trow
drills in mines, illuminates shafts, before a Jet of. steam.
tunnels, cross-cut- s
and stopes; oper
The longest single electric power
ates hoists to conduct men and ma transmission system in the world is
terial to and from lower levels, andj that of the California Oas and Elecruns fans to keep the mine dry, and tric corporation, which has carried
without the exhaustion of a particle! IKiwer from Colgate to Oakland and
of the precious oxygen.
around the bay to San Francisco, a
The use of the water for power pro- distance of 219 miles. Recently, howduction does not consume one drop of! ever, a current was carried 272 miles
the fluid, but only the energy fur-- without serious diminution.
nished by Its fall. Thus irrigation and
Perhaps the most extraordinary feat
the development of electric energy go in power plant building Is that accomhand In hand, and whenever the re-- : plished by the Puget Sound Power
sources for Irrigation are tapped, a company, which less than two years
double return for the capital em-- . ago commenced building a great plant

RECIPROCITY IS

BY CITY

Barred.

The code of laws is to be wholly revised, along Masonic lines, so as to
place the lodge on a firmer basis and
greater restrictions will be placed oa
membership, although no occupation
will be barred.
matter tinder
Another Important
consideration is the establishment ot
a home.
A public reception was given
tha
officers and membership of the Grand
Aerie at the Tabor Grand opera house
York.
this afternoon. The auditorium was
packed. Welcoming addresses were
IMPORTANT SESSION IN
Mayor
MANY DIFFERENT RESPECTS. made by Governor McDonald,
Spear and the worthy president ol
Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. The eighth Denver Aerie No. 30, and other citi-annual meeting of the Grand Aerie of

A POWKR

in National
Conference.

great day for Turin, being the fiftieth first annual tournament
.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. Delegates
representing every aerie of the Order
of Eagles, from Maine to California,
are assembled here to attend the annual session of the Grand Aerie, which
opens here today. The greatest interest is manifested in the election
of a new worthy grand president of
the national lodge. It is believed that
Henry W. Davis will probably be
elected, as he has received pledges of
supHrt from many of the most
delegates.
Mr. Davis was
candidate two years ago, but was defeated by Timothy Sullivan of New

V

rSS

Unite

MILITARY RIFLE
TOURNAMENT OPENS
CRIMEAN BATTLE

ANNIVERSARY OF

Turin,

t

Roost-

ing to End of Present Week Before

Coast of Sakhalin.
RUSSIA READY

Remain

c

supportets of the movement, said In
an Interview this morning:
"The sole design of the movement
is to be ready effectively to meet the
combined commercial assault of the
world upon the United States.
We
must find foreign markets for our
enormously increased and rapidly increasing productions in all lines, or
face one of the gieatest periods of
commercial stagnation In our history,
We are being shut out of the continent of Europe and If something is
not done soon, Oreat Uritaln will be
our only customer in Europe. Germany is our most dangerous commercial rival and is making desperate
to exclude our products from
the markets in Central and South
America by keen competition and by
obtaining trade advantages by means
of commercial treaties with the American republics.
Reciprocity is the
only remedy and we hop to be able
to present the situation to the merchants and manufacturers of the United States In such a stiong light that
the government will be compelled to
yield to the reciprocity sentiment."

AGRICULTURE

TO BE INVESTIGATED
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. The
Interstate commerce commission, on
its initiative and as the result of complaints against private car lines, to-

against the Armour refrigerators car
line, the American Refrigerator Trans
day unexpectedly began an investiga- portatlon company, the Santa Fe Retion of the railroad and refrigerator frigerator Despatch and eleven raillines, both of which it is charged that roads, including the Atchison, Topeka
the act regulating the interstate cora- - & Santa Fe and tho Southern Pacific'

SOME SAW MOON'S
BRITISH SCIENTISTS
ECLIPSE LAST NIGHT
IN CAPE TOWN
Capetown, Aug. 15. For the first
time in history the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
founded in 1851, is holding the annual
meeting upon the soil of the dark
The meeting will open
continent.
here today and will continue for three
days. After the adjournment of the
meeting the members will proceed to
.'
sea to Durban and thence to
A visit to tho Natal battlefields will also be organized and
then tho members will make a tour
through Johannesburg, Pretoria,
Blomfontein and Buluwaye.
The entire trip will occupy about
two mouths.
Pleter-maritzburg-

SENDS SECRETARY

Kim-berl-

James Wilson and Dr. Salmon
to Chicago to
Investigate

Go

TRANSPORTATION

Chicago, Aug.

Convention of Florist.
Washington, U. C, Aug. 15. The
twenty-nintannual convention of
the society of American Florists and
Landscape Horticulturists opened its
session at Carroll hall this morning.
This afternoon the exhibition of plants
and flowers will be opened In the National Rifles armory and the Masonic
temple.
This evening
President
Vaughan will hold a reception. Tomorrow the delegates will take part
in a grand howling tournament In the
Kathskeller, and on the following day
there will be a similar contest for the
ladles accompanying the delegates.
There will also be a shooting contest,
automobile rides, general sightseeing
and other entertainment features for
the benefit of the visitors.
h

OF LIVE STOCK

Secretary of Ag
accompanied
by Dr. E. S. Swan, chief of the bureau
of animal industry, began an investigation he:e today Into live stock
transportation.
"We have come to Chicago to learn
the actual condition of the live stocK
traffic," said Mr. Wilson. "We want
to see for ourselves just what the situation is, so we can handle it Intelligently at Washington. The law provides that cattle shall not be shipped
In cars which are not provided
with
conveniences for feed and rest, and
that they shall be taken out and fed
at least once in twenty-eigh- t
hours.
We want to determine
what conveniences are necessary to feed and
icst cattle in transit."

liculture .lamts

New York Barbers Meet.
Poughkeepsle. N. Y., Aug. 15. The
New York State Harbers' association
opined Its annual convention heiethis
morning with a well attended business
meeting. On Thursday the members
will be cntertuiucd at a clambake at
Eallkill park.

Death of Manuel Montoya.
Manel Montoya, aged 4 J years, died
today at his home in South Harelas,
after a brief il.ness. The deceased
was a faithful employe of the Albuquerque Foundry. He haves a wifu
and five children to mourn his
held on
death. The funeral will-b- e
Thursday morning and burial wili be
in San Jose cemetery.

13.

Wilson,

Grande Day at Thousand Isles.
Thousand Isles, N. Y., Aug. 15. Annual Grande Day is observed here today In tlie customary manner. The
principal speaker of the day will be
the Hon. W. F. Hill, master of .the
Pennsylvania state Grange, who Tius
just returned from the International
Agriculuual congress in Italy. Other
speakers will be Hon. George H. Cobb,
state senator; Mrs. F. J. lJolton and
George A. Fuller.

American League Convention.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 15. The annual meeting of the National Itase-liai- l
league will open here this afterIt had
noon.
originally been called
Storm In Ohio Valley.
for Chicago, but was changed to CinCincinnati, Aug. 15 Wind and rain
cinnati at the request of many mem- storms last night caused. damage esbers.
timated at several hundred thousand
dollars in southwestern Ohio and less
Money Market.
serious damage in oilier pars of the
New York, Aug. 15. .Money on call, state and in Kentucky and Indiana.
easy,
ri per cent; prime lnetcan-tiiSpelter.
paper, Vti
per cent, liar silSi. Louis, Mo., Aug. 15. Spelter,
ver, 5',7t,c.

Lead and Copper.
New York, Aug. 15. Lead and copper, firm, unchanged.

1

1!

e

$5.

HOPEFULNESS REIGNS
NOW IN NEW ORLEANS

mece is being violated in several specific particulars. The complaints Bet
forth by the commission are directed

New York, Aug. 15. Although the
conditions here were not ideal last
night, many persons saw the eclipse
of the moon. The skies were filled
with bankj of fleecy clouds, which,
for the greater part of the evening
obscured the sun's satellite. There
were periods every few minutes, how-ve- r,
which afforded a good view of
the eclipse.

Opening Lands in Minnesota.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 15. The books

the local government land office
were opened today for the entry of
claims of settlers who wish to secure
farms and homesteads on the 37,890
acres of land Included in the White
Earth, Red Lake, Fon du Lac and Chip'
pewa reservations opened to settlement by the government. These lands
are mostly ertile and are subject to
homestead entry at $1.25 an acre.
in

The Wool Market.
Boston, Aug. 15. The wool market is
steady, although not entirely active.
The number of buyers from the small
mills has Increased and this is given
as a favorable
indication that the
woolen mills are niore largely repreformeily.
Receipts have
sented than
been large the past week.
HAS TAKEN NO FOOD
FOR FORTY-TWDAYS
Alamogordo, N. M., Aug. 15. Herbert Crepln, of Alamogordo, who
started a fast on the 3nth day of June,
Is still abstaining from food though
today Is the
day. He is
forty-secon-

d

still quite strong though he has lost
pounds of flesh. Mr.
about thirty-fivCrlppen has taken short walks each
day and performs small duties with
a vigor that is remarkable for a man
who has not partaken of any food for
such a length of time. He expects to
continue the fast for over fifty days,
but will still be governed by physiological conditions.

STANDARD OIL MAKES
QUARTER DIVIDENDS
York, August 15. The Standcompany has declared a dividend for the quarter of $'i per share,
New-

ard

Oil

payable Sep'ember 1, making $:!0 a
share this year, against $29 a share
in the eo: responding period of last
year.

BANK WOULD SETTLE,

JUDGE GIVES RECEIVER

Sec-rctai- y
ar-cc-

Nc

M

b

ai.--

,

it..

Aug. 15.

Noon

,

.New OI- New
fever report
nee.
leans, since i! p. in., Monday, Li; total
It is expressly and emphatically ca.M-- to date. i:il I teat lis today five.
Btated by tl.e promoters of the move- Total di a! lis 171.
pre.-en15
t.
Hollo
tendered the. veif
Manila. Aug.
The parly will sail
l
Dr. Gutierrez, expert, predicted that
ment that it is not a political moveparty a magnificent reeeption to- - morrow for Itacoiod, the capital of the ment, and no
will be made to New Orleans will l.e free from tlie innegroes,
Occidental
military
day. The civic and
forces
where an inspec-,iarade- make the movement a political issue. fection in forty days.
ami at night the party at- thm of the sugar plantations will be Former Sena' or W. A. Harris of KanBelief Gaining Reign la Over.
ptoplelniude.
tended a banquet at nhirh 3"n
sas, who is one of the most prominent
New Orleans, La., Aug. 15. llupes,

1

cfT-ir-

-

-

i

among tho
todav that the vellow
fever situation from the shrinkage of
twenty-fou- r
c.isi s dining the preceding
hours, and the bilief is galnig
ground that the Ju5 cases reported
terminus of the prieut visitation o!
from yesterday will prove to be the
end of the disease.
fulness was
vein ral nubile

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 15. Not wit
standing the decision of its directors
to go into voluntary liquidation, Judge
McKhinny of tin- St. Louis county circuit court today gianted application
for a ret elver for the peoples' I'nited
States bank, ou request of Attorney
General lludky of Missouri. The
court then appointed the receiver, but;
n- -

-

am. ounce, I that

his name would be
temporarily withheld. Tlie ac.ion of
the court In appolntl
a receiver was
taken on supplementary petition filed
by the attorney general, alter tho previous order had be. n vacated by the
court on application of the bank di
rectors, who claimed tne procedure
was illegal

C1T17KN

ATJIUQUEUQUE KVKNINO

PAGE TWO

CAS

MOUNTAIN LOVER CLAIMS HEROIC
SOUTHERN MAID FROM HER REWARD
NANNIE GIBSON, AGED 15. BRAVE LY SAVES PASSENGER TRAIN FROM AWFUL DOOM AND WHEN OF
FERED HIGH EDUCATION. HE R FEARFUL LOVER CARRIES HER OFF AND MARRIES HER TO PRE
VENT HER "GROWING UP A LADY."

Musical Stock Co.'

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mail.
No.

OFFICE

S
li

1

V

?

Sat-

ATTORN

S

Bernard 8. Rodey.
hi

N. M.

Gardens open every afternoon. Admission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

Little
Asheville, N. C Aug.
mountain
Nannie Gibson, a
girl, saved a whole train load of people from being dashed down the mountain side in front of her home.
In reroenit on of tnis Heroic aci
the Southern railroad promised
Her nmu.uaineei
a. rolleee education.
...a.... ner uy
lover, nnumg u
stealth, in hopes to prevent nei go- Inc. Her tutiire is now depending
tipon a suit for divorce which her
father is bringing for her.
Nannie lives in the mountains,
twenty miles east of this city. The
dream of her life ha3 been to receive

i
,

S

e

13

Cure Jaundice.

Room

th;it cat away your nkln. Win. He-of Kbit Hock, Mich., Bays: "1 have
ns. il Uvicklcn s Arnica Salve fur Ulcers,
Seres and Cancers. It la the beat heul-- k
1
ever found."
Soothes
,c,
nnd
and scalds;
cut, burns
guaranteed.
at all druK;.-- !

C:Lr
Shows He Knew What rooa iu suv
To.
Forwarding a photo of a splendidly
and healthy young hoy, a
A

handsome
Ohio
happy mother writes from an shows
town: "The enclosed picture
boy.
my 4 year old Crape-Nut"Since he was 2 years old he has
eaten not hint? but Grape Nuts. He
demands and gels this food three
times a (lav. This may seem rather
unusual, but he does not care lor anything (l-- e
alter be has caien his
(Jrape-Nutswhich lie uses Willi milk
or cream, and then he is through with
day-bhis meal, liven on Thanksgiving
refused turXey and a l the good
things that make up that great dinof drape-Nutner, and ate his
and cream wiih the last n suits and
none of the evils 'hat the other foolish members of the faintly Npericnccd.
s

li-- h

-

nut if ul
is nevi r sii '.;. ba a
d a very
completion, and ts eoi.-,,handsome boi May the 1' tun
to
uany prosper and long i
furnish their w hob son,., b od " Name
tiven bV Postu:ii Co., la 'tic Ct.eeli,
Mich.
Head the !mle
Tht re's ri i son.
in ev- Look, "The Hoad to We.lvil!
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W

hiting Block.
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RAIlROAb

Builder

i
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ALKUQUEIUE,N.M.

j

MRS. C. GRANNIS.
Invites you to inspect her fine line

of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
Battenburg
and wool embroideries,

and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten
burg patterns, baby caps, Afghans
and opera shawls, ladles' fine under
wear made to order and children s
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
MERCHANT

AND

FE RAILWAY

Paid-u-

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
BanU F
Railway
Company.

NATIONAL

BANK

OV iLUUQUEHUUK
$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O.

MARRON,

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

J.

D. A.

Mcpherson, vice Pre.

ROY McDONALD,

Asst. Cashier.

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam'and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.,2Ct.

nmuximmmimiiiixKmnniiiimixiitTyny
OLD RELIABLE"

TAILOR

ESTABLISHED

1878

RUTN EY

L.

BAMBINI HAS OPENED EUSI
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
ROAD AVENUE.
I have opened a merchant tailoring
pwt n ),1
li menr
iinfitniru nviir V(v 2II11
West Kailroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of
the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladies
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
in
Have had 15 years' experience
this city, (iive me a trial.

O.

WHOLESALE

GROCER

i

Colic and Diarrhoea A Remedy That
Is Prompt and Pleasant.
The prompt results produced by Cham
licil.iin H (. olio, i liolcra una luurrnoi
Its
with
r.cimriv. t.iKether
taste, hive won for It a place In many
house ho ils. Mr. u . T. Taylor, a mer
chant of Wlnwlow, Ala., writex: "I have
Colic, Cholera an
iis.il Chnniberliiln's
Dlarrhoe lleniedy myself and also wit
tne n on my nlace, for diarrhoea ani
i otic and it ulwuMs
Klvva relief uromptl
aii'! pleasantly." Fur sale by all dealers.

Grain

Flour,

and

Provisions.

Carries the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons

O. BAMBINI

j

KAILROAD AVENUE,

4LBLQUERQUE.

N.

M

XXXXXXJXXXXUfXTXXXXXXXXXXiXTXXXXXXTTXXXXXIXXTXXXXXM

)

Rankin & Co.

Kodol

STATE

FALL TERM.

DAY AND EVENING SESSION
For particulars call or address
RAMSAY & STOTT,
decider Jiloek, Cor. Fourth street
and Cold avenae.

M.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

The original Spanish hair tonic.
Hermoso pelo. (beautiful hair.) Post
tlvely stops falling hair In one applica
tion; cures dandruff always, and Is
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
laules' hair. For sale at 60 cents per
bottle. Aeents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN
TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
Albuquerque, N. M
410 South Edith street.

TRY OUR

I(-Iro- it,

THE

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hajnward, clair
voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

The board of consulting engineers
representing tho rec amailmi sen ic(
1
of i he depanment of the interior, will
OFFICE AND FACTORY
meet In Carlsbad on Monday, August
;o
). 1.(1. MM
11,1
uihi' ;....!a il
It IS because yOUf food
If
arStoO
JOU
fit
JardL
412 West Ccppsr Avenue
f tee nroie.tin.
.he. ,e,r,
' ...
... .,
turns to fat Instead or muscle strength.
"" leeoillllleliua- - I.
'". "'
tnnox th f t. nrnrfi.r.incr
lions, be submitted to the department. that you eat ari not properly d.gest.d and
I heir reeonrtneiidai ton will
decide mjmilated.
rxXXX)CXX)COC)COCXXsrX)OCXXX
the irrigation proposition.
whether
Lean, thin, stringy peopls do not hTS
wi.l be taken under government con- - enoucK P.nsin in the stomach, while fst
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
trol or not. The nn tubers of the board people have too much Pepsin and Dot
are Arthur I. Davis, assistant chief oough Pancreatine.
engineer; Oeorge V. Wisner, of
Fresh Meals and Sausages
consulting engineer; W. A. Sanders, of Iis Angeles, consulting enA Specially Fine Line
gineer; Morris liien, consulting enFIRE INSURANCE.
gineer of the legal department, and
ESTATE
RTAL
II. M. Hall, of Carlsbad, supervising
LOANS
engineer for the Carlsbad district and
UNION MARKET
engineer.
Heed,
digestive
districl
contains
juices
all the
Wil.iain
that art Automatic Phone 451.
found in a healthy stomach, and In Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
xactly those proportions necessary to
207 West Gold Aveune
CHAVES COUNTY NORMAL
OPENS NEXT" WEEK nabls the stomach and digestive organs
BOTH PHONE
to dip est and assimilate all foods that may
CO
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
Alva,
Kodol
ococooooooooooexxxxxxxxxxx.
eaten.
of
not
is
cnly
Wilkinson,
bs
psrfect
W.
a
J.
I'rof.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
(). T who is in conduct the teachers digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tis-sbuilding tonic as well. Kodol cures
Wholesale and Retail.
institute and summer normal of Chav
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
es count v, which opens next week
Large
5
litis arrived in Koswell, and has be Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
J. B. MacM ANUS, Manager.
You wiii h&e gun t lie work d preparation for the Constipation.
Airy
5
Both
602 South First Street
Phones
nie t ing, w hid will con! nine for iibrtui
Rooms
s
Ditfests
two wicl.n. He bus iust condud
a successful
at Grand ().
7.
Rest the stomach, rebuilds tht
The Kos. :i count. ei ciai dull will
tiMuet and fives firm f.esh.
Reasonable
tender a red pi ion to the visit ins
1
It
pinii.ibly he held
Rates
TLirt4 ! ht lb
teachers.
K O.PttlM
1L
orfttury
Secretary Mutual Building Associasometime in the s, con. week of the tint M
Lummeeting, win It
he at'tnilance will
Mrs. Owbn Dlntdsle, Prop't.
tion. Office at J. C. Baldridge'a
For tale by all tlrugIsta.
be at its height.
ber yard.

Dyspeptics

M.

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.08

Officer and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,. . .President
M, W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
Presldont
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

A, W. liAYDEN

Two Coutraotoraml

N.

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.
17.

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

FIRST
NATIONAL

surgeon and dentist.
eterinary
Horses, cattle and does treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scl
entific methods.
Ofllce at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3: auto., 122.

AND COPPER AVENUES.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
TO MEET IN CARLSBAD

DEPOSITORY

A

BETWEEN

ALBUQUERQUE,

As.

VETERINARY.

OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

SThEET.

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier: W. J. Johnson.
r.ahlP
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORfSP admot
C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E. CROMWELL

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

W

Osteopathic physician and sureeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
diseases
successfully
tieated.
Offllce
Barnett bulldinK.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.

Sold by all druggists.

('in,
II.

BABY'S INSTINCT

try package.

BUILDER.

SPECIALTY Albuquerque Business College Op"!ns
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses IiookkeepinR and Penman
We desire patronage and we
ship, Shorthand,
Typewriting,
Eng'
guarantee first class baking
Spanish and Mechanical Draw
S. First Street,
Albuquerque lish,
In p.
CAKE

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

WEDDING

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
bULHITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

PHYSICIANS.

SIMON

207

&

A. L, Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
mates cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone Ti
Shop ill
North second street. Albuquerque, N. M.

W.LJrimble&Cc

HUNDREDS ATTENDED ANNUAL
FEAST OF SAN LORENZO
of San
The celebration of the feast
county,
last
Taos
Penasco.
at
Ixirenzo,
a
Thursday, was atwnded by over
hinia-y(
Taos,
from
visitors
thousand
and other nearby points. Horseami
races, foot races. ock fishts. day.
of the
frames were the features
was held.
in the evening a grand baile

,.--t

CONTRACTOR

MARKET

K. Pmllicstl Ave-

BANK

4C-4-

li--

I'ro-Stn-

I

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- ford, rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
leaks.
Inflammation, soothes,
draws out
cools and heals all cuts, burns and .. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
SANTA ROSA COUPLE
A sure cure for piles and .. 300 6quare feet two coats.
HAVE RUNAWAY MARRIAGE bruises.
skin diseases. DeWitt's Is the only
Federleo R. Baca and Miss Bulve-ne- a genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware LEATHER, HARNESS. SADDLES, ETC.
Gallegos, both of Santa Rosa, Gua- of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
dalupe county, ran away from home Sold by all druggists.
40J) AV. RAILROAD AVE
last Friday and went to hi Paso,
PUBLIC AUCTION.
where they secured a marriage
On August 15 there will be sold at
cense and were married by Justice of
auction at the Santa Fe railway
the Peace Marshall. They said that public
the
they bad to run away on account of company ware house In this city, conparental objections on the side of the j goods now In said ware house,
B. Welsh, viz.: One case
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
bride's family.
After the marriage signed to 1J.case
1 case of
of
whiskey,
wine,
of
sue
for
they left for SanLa Rosa to
TRANSFER STABLES,
forgiveness and secure the blessing sundries, 1 phonograph.
Agent.
LUTZ,
H.
S.
and Mules bouL'ht and exchangHorses
of the girl's fattier and mother. The
groom is 23 years old and the bride
ed. Address W. L. Trimble & Co.,
18.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
HIST TURNOUTS IN
Fiendish Suffering.
THE CITY.
by snrea, uh't-rIs ofton caust-nnd can.

in
writing. George U. Lraig will teach
moohanlcal drawing and mechanical
oni'inncrim; and Mr, Montoya will
have charge of the Spanish class.
R. O. Stoll, of Eau Claire. Wiscothe
nsinfor fifteen years proprietorcity,of will
best business college in that
1w
the nrincipal of the bookkeeping
of the
and penmanship departments
Mr.
Alhnnueraue Business Co lege.
Btoll Is a graduate of the University
of the Miof Michigan, a graduate
lwaukee business college, and is conand
sidered one of the best penmen
all around business college men in
the United States. Albuquerque is
rv fortunate in having him locate
here. That the Albuquerque Business
College, with such specialists as
and Pitman in charge
will at once forge ahead nnd take its
place as one of the leading business
col.eges in both the west and south-- '
west, goes without saying.

i,

-2

THE

ARCHITECTS.

PIONEER BAKEKY

merry-go-roun-

'lie

1-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPASSED

Crom- -

Butte Id, N. T.
ATTORN E
Armllo htilldlnv, Alhurjuprqua, N. M

C IGARS

-

COLLEGE

Office
M.

jerque, N.
W,

JOE RICHARDS,

BIDS WANTED
had Improvised a merryNOTES One residentwhich
practically coined
money. The people of the mountain
Concessions and privileges on fair
college valleys on the western slope of the grounds
and on the streets In the city
The summer school of athevery
suc- Taos range and Truchas peaks, are In
Friday,
after
of Albuquerque, during the twenty-fiftcloses next
They
have
mind.
of
attendhappy
a
frame
of
point
in
territorial fair, to be held at Al
cessful term, both
term many thousand acres In wheat, corn buquerque, N. M., September 18, 19,
ance and work done. The fajl
4, with and oats ready for harvest and such 20. 21, 22. and 23, 1905:
September
opens Monday,
both a harvest not even the oldest inhabPeanuts and popcorn, bar, spar Jewwith greatly extended facilities,
teaching itant remembers. Corn and wheat are elry, novelties, score cards and proin school equipment and
six feet high; every available piece of grams, candy, soft drinks, cushions,
force. There will be a strong faculty ground
been planted in the sandwiches and lunches, canes, novel
of five, who are specialists in their spring; had
Insect pests have done no ties,
burnt leather
respective lines.
goods, cane rack, whip rack, button
Tho nttpndance both from the city damage and fields of waving grain,
are
green
sides
by
mountain
promises
flanked
shooting
gallery,
doll rack,
emblems,
and the surrounding country
pool
selling, knife Tack, sovenir
his a sight to behold.
to be "a record breaker in the
badges, Jewelry spindle, etc.
tory of commercial schools In the
Pleasantly Effective.
Bids to be opened at 12 o'clock,
eouthwest.
Never In the way, no trouble to car- noon, August 25, the association reArrangements have been made to
ry, easy to take, pleasant and never serving the right to reject such bids
speBecure board for outside pupils at
failing in results are DeWitt's Little as tkey desire. Address, D. K. B,
rates.
cial
famous little pills Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
R. A. Stoll. a thorough business col- Early Risers. These
certain guarantee against headlege man, will have charge of the pen- are a biliousness,
Soothing and Cooling.
torped liver and all
manship and bookkeeping department ache,
The salve that heals without a scar
Ills resulting from constipation.
of
the
will
continue
L.
Pitman
Henry
nd
strengthen the liver. is De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
charge of the shorthand and type They tonic and

BUSINESS

bulld- -

John H. Stlngle.

B. A. SLEYSTER

1

$100,000

Albuquerque,

First national Bank

Office,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Emil lilcinvvorl

ade.
When lie saw the danger big Conduit or Weaver snatched her up in his
arms and swore she was the bravest
girl in North Carolina. Grateful pas
sengers, learning of their nanow es,....,
As
.
....niP,i in i,t!eaie showt re her with money.
company in
an far awav as the skies. Now it a preliminary triimie, tne
a day or two sent her $25.
Beems to be at hand, and she has been
The railway olliclals, however, rightprossimply dazed by the fairy-likly surmised that to a girl reaied in the
pect.
of the mountain wilds, money
It all came about one day when freedomlittle.
So one of their number
Nannie discovered that a land slide meant
delegated to visit the cabin In
toad blocked the track at a sharp was
hills to ask Nannie the momen
curve of the Southern railway near the
toer home. Even as she looked, there tons question:
What did she most desire in the
Bounded the whistle of a passenger
the mountain. world?
train thundering down
Nannie's little face, tanned by a
Nannie met the emergency by send- southern sun and wind, turned pale.
sising Patty Gibson, her

SURPLUS

Bryan.

W.

well block, AlbiK'

0

FJ

R. W. D.

E. W. Dobson.

0

MEAT

-

!....

ln.

fj

0

ter
the track to guard against
the remote possibility of a wieck from
that direction. She chose the post of
danger, running with all her might to
meet t lie coming train. When it drew
into siglit, she finally signaled the engineer to stop. Ho hesitated, but her
earnestness was so great that he re- nnzeil a uisasu r w as imminent. i ne
air brakes were applied, and the train
ht ,
tnHKtni with a sbarn

AND

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

T-LAW,

Then her storv came out In a little
gush of painful words. Sue didn't
want money; she didn't want clothes,
for her father, with growing pride In
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
his pretty daughter, had made sundry
trips to Ashevllli and returned with
wonderful "creations" of white and
"GIROFLMIROFLA"
unwonted shoes and stockings; but
15c
Admission
she did want an education and to grow
up a lady.
Tiie papers are now going the rounds
of the railway officials, with one fa
I
vorable recommendation after another.
and it feems as though Nannie's great
wish Is to be gratified.
There is one serious obstacle In the
way, though it will probably be reTHIRD STREET
moved. Nannie has been married.
She had a lover. Abe Smith, an
open faced, laugtiing, careless mountaineer, eight years older than she.
to
In almost startling contradiction
his burly swagger and incessant cigAll kind
of fresh and salt
arette smoking is his gentle, caressing
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory,
voice and his courteous and kindly
manner. To this turdy mountaineer,
the relization that Nannie was going
to leave for years, probably, and that
he might lose her, was unbearable.
He must marry her and prevent her
going. He sent a friend to town to MASONIC BUILDING, N. THIRD ST
get a marriage license. Then with a
friend for a witness and a magistrate
for the ceremony, he went to Nannie's
home one morning when he knew her
father, was away, and married her.
Little could Nannie have to say, for
in the absence of her father she knew
REAL ESTATE,
no law except that of her impetuous
NOTARY PUBLIC
lover.
The enraged father was quick to
action. He caused the arrest of
ROOM 5, CROMWELL. BLOCK.
Smith and the man who had procured
Autamatic Telephone, 174.
the license, on the ground that Nan
nie was not of legal age. He also be
gan suit to liave the marriage set
5moke the White Lily Ciur
aside. Upon the success of this suit
will depend largely whether Nannie is
to have an education, the one great
dream of her life.

down

CAPITAc

Ira M. Bond.
82 F street, N.
ATTORN BY
W., Washington, u.
Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlnts, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.
ATTOHNE

13.

Albuquerque.

V.

tory and before the United States land

road avenue.

C A

Albuquerque, - Now Mexico

AU

ofllce.

and 25e
Admission .. ..
on
sale at O.
Reserved seats
A. Mataon's. 202 West Rail-

f

made

UNTIL

N. M.
Prompt attention riven to all
bufclnens pertalnlnc to the profemilon.
Will practice In ai. courtu of the terri

15c

1

v

r

Appointments

LAWYERS.

A"

"GIROFLE-GIROFL-

46iJ.

CLOSED

GUST 28.

" PINAFORE"
Thursday, Friday and
urday Evenings,

COMPANY

Edmund J. Alger, D,
Katirond avenue

by mall.

A

Evenings.

TRUST

8US

p.m. lelepaone

Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

Sunday,

A

MONTEZUMA

D. S.
Office hours
:30 a. m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I

MM

1905.

15,

CARDS

dentTstsT'"
dr. j. e. kraft.

c

WADE

C

PROFESSIONAL

0

IJ

TUESDAY, AUG.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
Wa are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justl- Our prices will
fles us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition,

LACGDL1N

HYDRAULIC
AUTOMATIC

STONE

COMPANY

IMIOXK 711

Dyspepsia Cure

ue

,

What You Eat

I

ttttttttttttt?tttttttt

A.

WALKCR,

riae
insurance.

i

GRAND

:

CENTRAL
HOTEL

St.

Michael's

College

SANTA FC, N. M.

The

Forty-Sevent-

h

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

i

V
TUESDAY, AUG.

niii$&U

15,

-

EVENING CITIZEN.
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1905.
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Vis' Lav

lonsies pit
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That's what's helping to make our City the LARGEST and BEST in the Southwest
every citizen should buy one or more Rood residence lots in the EASTERN If
- - H1GHL.ANDS, while thev are chean and snlH nn
9
ADUITION
easy terms. $100 - $150 - 200 per Lot $IO Down, $1 per Week. Call at our office and we will takp
you over the ground.
SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

flight R7ow
'usLAsar

vir

W. H.

iujj!ui

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

v:if

A

A

' tr-r- -r

r

'

Successor to W. V. Futrelle.

The Browns arrived In El Paso this
morning and this afternoon will begin
a series of three games with the El
Paso Browns. This El Paso aggregation Is said to be stronger than the
Colts, and It Is very probable that the
Brownies may encounter one or two
very hard struggles In the series.
On Friday the Browns will play the
Fort Bliss team at Washington Park,
El Paso. They will rest here on Saturday and go to Santa Fe Sunday, on
the excursion which goes to the Ancient city from here.
Regarding the exclusion, the Santa
Fe New Mexican says: "The excursion to be run from Albuquerque next
AsSunday will be a record-breakesurances at this early date are that
over 5(H) people will come. The occasion is a base ball game between
the Albuquerque Mcintosh Browns and
the Santa Fe Centrals. The game
promises to be a good one. The Albuquerque people will also advertise
the fair."
--

GOVERNMENT'S

Santa Fe, was yesterday passing the
cigars. He received a box from W.
Croft, the general western manager
of the concern at Chicago. The cigars were in honor of a son and heir of
the Croft family and Mr. Isherwood
did the honors for him. Mr. Croft is
well known and liked among the railroad men.

HAND

IN THE BIG STRIKE
Attorney General Moody Is
Investigating Telegraphers'
Strike On Great Northern
MAY

SETTLE

BY

a

THREE BILLION ADVANCE
IN VALUE OF STOCKS.
Three

billion dollars, representing

In round numbers, the Increase in market value of railway and industrial

stocks since the present wave of advance set In. The week just ended
has seen securities generally selling
at the highest level recorded in the
history of American finance. There
are exceptions, of course, but the exceptions are few. This $3,nin,oiM.non
advance has been In the securities of
corporations of all classes having capital roughly estimated at $20,0110,000,-(Hill- ,
of the wealth
or aliout
Specifically,
of the United States.
prominent
ninety-threof the most
of the
railway stocks and
principal industrial issues in the recent period of recovery show an increase in market valun of t2.418.0iiu,.
one-sixt-

e

fifty-thre-

("Ml.

The remarkable phase of this sinn
of prosperity Is that tlie current high
level of prices has been accomplished
in almost no decree by such public
specuhit ive frenzy as marked the culmination of the trust financiering
period of 1
and which, though
tying up funds needed for general
toned the drastic l'muidation
and upheaval In Wall street just two
years asn. Furthermore, the adjust
nient of valuations lias talu n place
for the most part situe July 1, l!m-cotn-mere-

CENTRAL WILL

MEXICAN

FUEL.
C. It. Hudson, who is in charge of
the operation of th.- Mexican Central,
hays that provision is now being made
lor storing oil at d iff (rent jxiints along
the road, preparatory to the use of
the product as a fuel for its locomotives. Eight large tan!:s are first to
be erected. These wi" be located on
City
division.
the TaniicoIeico
Later, the burning
oil will be exl
tended to tlie H ti ,i in ra ami Cuein-avaccd:i.-ionHuNon says,
1 ic.l.
oil
and whe.i th:- - - ;f- :i
K
t
storage
s will lie er.cted on the
divi-iorun;,:ng to i;i I'aso,
main Lite
and oi! used there.
USE

OIL FOR

a

i

s.

j

t ;:

i

p.

I, '.i.ea!
manager
ru
Thomas
th.Hewitt Manufacturing company, which
manufacture., the brass
for the coast lines of tlie
:,

of

-

surest way to get money aheaa It to

buy all your Clothing, Bhoei,
Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin-

ware, Crockery, and of course, your
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store In the
whole city. A few prices will give you
an Inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c No
risk. Your money back If you want
it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods. Your
money back if you want it.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor,
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
'
All goods delivered.

GIVES HIMSELF
UP TO THE OFFICERS

N.

Attorney General Moody has determined to investigate the extent to
which the government's business Is
interfered with by the strike of telegraphers on the Great Northern and
Northern Pacific systems.
He has
sent the following telegram to the
United Staten district attorneys at
Madison, Milwaukee, Fargo, Helena,
Boise, Spokane, Seattle and Portland:
"I am Informed that for several
days the transmission of Interstate,
foreign and government messages over
the Western Union lines which follow
the Great Northern and Northern Pacific railroads has been seriously interrupted.
In such a situation. If it
exists, the government, whose duty It
Is by all means at its command, to
keep open and unobstructed the avenues of Interstate commerce and protect Its own communications, has
grave concern. You will immediately
investigate with all possible speed
the facts, and if you find the Interruption exists, endeavor to ascertain
the reason, reporting to me fully by
wire."
Otficers of the road assert thai the
strike is about at an end, as enough
men have been obtained to ensure the
operation of all tiains on time. President Permah, of the Telegraphers'
union, says that President Hill of the
Great Northern, has been requested
to intervene, and efforts are being
made to have both parties submit the
issues to arbitration.

D. K. D.

Sellers, Mgr.

PEAClT&CO.

Making

The Best
of Colorado

The El Paso Colts beat the Douglas
team at El Paso on Sunday In two
games, by a score as follows: First
V. A. Word, charged with stealing game, 10 to 2; second game, 8 to 6.
horses from Avilino Garcia at Clap-ha- The score sheet shows that the DougGuadalupe county, about the 1st las boys were outclassed by the Colts Real Estate Dealers. Moved to
208'i
of May, on Thursday surrendered to In every way.
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Sheriff Street of Quay county, who
Get our prices before you buy. We
The Las Vegas Blues defeated the
turned him over to Sheriff Garcia of
for a short time a few good
Raton team In two games played Sat- have
Guadalupe county.
brick and frame houses and choice
urday and Sunday by the scores of vacant
m
m
lots, on easy terms,
At a meeting of Albuquerque Divi- 6 to 3 and 17 to 1. A letter received
AT
PRICES.
sion, No. 3887, of the Order of P.ail- - here last night says that Cable baa
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
way Conductors, last night, held in finally reached the Meadow City, after from $100 to $300; $10 down,
and $1
Odd Fellows' hall in this city, Michael having spent a couple of days with per week. This Is a good Investment
Garrlty, John Blake, and S. B. Miller a Kansas team, which had borrowed and will double In price In a short1
were initiated. All three of the gen- him.
time. We have renters for all classes
tlemen have runs on the coast lines
of buildings, but. very few to rent. It
Jimmy
will
tonight,
Durham
arrive
are
of the Santa Fe and
well known
will pay you to list your property'
is
arranged
to
be
and
it
he
is
that
us. All business entrusted with
and popular.
met at the station and given a warm with
us will receive prompt attention.
The Mexlca Central has taken for-- i reception. Durham is bringing another
nial possession of the Coahuila and man with him who wants to see the
Public Is Aroused.
Pacific railroad, which runs from Tor-reo- "woolly west." However, If he Is a The public Is arounsed to a knowledge
of
the curative merits of that great mel-Icsign
to Saltillo, a distance of alout good one. Manager Houston maysuptua
tonic. Electric Bitters, for sick stomtho fair120 miles. It Is stated that an ar- him tn hotn nnt
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary H. Walrangement has been made whereby
546
(.'lair avenue, Columbus,
ters
The Browns' dance, which will be Ohio, ofwrites: St."For several
months I was
the National railroad of Mexico will given
up
opera
I had fever and ague,
Kiven
at
on
die.
to
Elks'
house
the
the
be permitted to operate Its trains over night
my nerves were wrecked; I could not
a
24th,
promises
of
to
be
the
the track of this road, jointly with gieat success and one
sleep, and my stomach wai so weak
of the swell from useless
doctors' drues that I could
the Mexican Central.
functions of the season. A committee not en.t. Soon after beginning
to take
I obtained relief, and In
Bitters
Electric
will
soon
selling
be
as
around
tickets
Ben Shupp, formerly chief clerk In
a short time I was entirely cured." Guaras
Browns
the
return
home.
the stores department of the Santa Fe
anteed at all drug stores. Price Ma.
In this city, left last night for a few
CAUSE OF HAY FEVER
YESTERDAY'S
RESULTS IN
months' trip to Honolulu. Mr. Shupp
has recently recovered from typhoid
THE MAJOR LEAGUES Hyomel the Only Cure Gives Change
fever and" has not yet regained his
of Climate in Your Own Home.
health and strength, and the trip is
The direct causes appear to be
taken on the advice of the physicians.
American League.
heat, dust and the pollen of flowers,
At New Yoik
R. H. E.
only treatment that physiAnnouncement is made that the Detroit
1
7 2 and the
route for a new trunk line of the New York
7 9 1 cians recommended prior to the discovery of Hyomel, was a change of
Santa Fe to Galveston has been defiAt Washington
R. H. E.
nitely decided on. Surveys have been Washington
2 7 2 climate.
Now by using Hyomel you can
completed and the right of way is be- Cleveland
.'
3 7 0
ing obtained. The gap to be closed Is
R. H. E. save an expensive trip to the mounAt Philadelphia
230 miles long.
1
St. I,ouis
7 1 tains, and escape weeka of Buffering.
.
Philadelphia
2 6 0 This remarkable treatment kills the
M. P. Hayes, chief clerk to General
At Boston
R. H. E. germs of the disease and soothes and
Superintendent I .1,. Hibbard, of the Chicago
mucous memIrritated
6 8 1 heals the
Santa Fe coast lines, with headquar- Boston
1
8 2 brane.
ters at Ix)s Angeles, accompanied by
The complete Hyomel outfit costs
R. H. E.
Second Game
his wife, arrived in the city this morn- Boston
5 9 1 but 1, extra bottles .") cents, and
ing on No. 2 and spent the day here.
pocket Inhaler,
3 6 3 consists of a neat
Chicago
through which Hyomel Is breathed
Bond,
price clerk In the
Charles
and which will last a life time, a
National League.
stores department of the Santa Fe in
medicine dropper and a bottle of HyH.
Pittsburg
R.
At
E.i
this city, will leave on Wednesday for Pittsburg
5
9 1 omel. J. H. O Rielly & Co. offer to rea vacation in Chicago, where he will Philadelphia
0 6 2 fund the money If Hyomel does not
visit relatives and friends.
do all that Is claimed for it.
Western League.
G. R. Denharn, of the local stores
Bent Her Double.
R. H. E. '
At Des Moines
department, was taken to the Santa
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
7
2
4 I was slek
typhoid fever and kid
Fe hospital yesterday, where he will lies Moines
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
. 7
St. Joseph
undergo a difficult operation.
E3i of Plttsburs;,
Pa.,
"and when I got betR.
At Sioux City
ter. althoiiKh 1 hnd one of the best doc2
.15
Sltlox City
For Over Sixty Years.
tors I could get, I was bent double, and
An old and well trld remedy Mrs. Omaha
8
had to rest my hands on my knees
Syrup hn
Wlnslnw's
Soothing
been
when I walked. From this terrible afIt.
At
Pueblo
Btxty
years
by
used for over
million of Pueblo
fliction I was rescued by Electric bitters,
mothers for their children while teethwhich restored my health and
I ( nver
ing, with perfect success.
strength, and now I jan walk aa
It soothes
straight as ever. They are simply wonthe child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, cures wind chollc, and Is the best
derful." Guaranteed to cure stomach,
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
remedy for diarrhoea.
and kidney disorders; at all drugIs pleasant to
I have opened a general repair s'nopl liver
gists. Price Wc.
the t:iftr. Sold by druggists In every
part of the world. Twnty-flv- e
cents a on South Third street, back of Wal-- J
Be ton's
bottle.
store, and solicit the trade
Its value Is Incalculable.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
nur and ask for Mrs. Wlnslow'a Sooth- of the drus
city.
L. H. SHOEMAKER
SEPTEMBER 23.
ing Syrup, and take no other kind.
The Finest One Day Ride in America.)
The New York
Central railroad,1
traversing the Empire state from Buf-- I
talo to New Yoik, takes tne traveler1
through a country of not only beau-- ;
tilul scenery and historic associations,
but of surpassing intenst from an industrial and commercial Standpoint.
From the trains of the New York!
Central may l,e seen many of the
VISIBLE
git at factories, employing thousands
of men, that go far toward giving New
Yoik state its Industrial tupremacy.
TYPEWRITERS
Cities of great importance in the
commercial world make the way, while
,:
sTvVt. f 1
'
V
highly cultivated
The best machine
farms, with tueir
v
in the world. ThU
substantial farm buildings, give evidence of the wealth and prosperity of
is no experiment,
the section.
but has been tested
There is no more beautiful or Inand tried, and has
teresting one-daIt'
L'"".
in use.
ride on (his contiyou i. re interested
nent than that between Buffalo and
New Yt rk. via tin! New York Central,
in tM.ewri'eis
call
and it. is always an inst. uctive and enen or address
tertaining journey, no matter how
treciuenly it may he rnado.
GEO. S. RAMSEY
A little forethmiKht may save you no
W. R.R. Ae.
er.l of trouble. Ai.y one who makes It a
rule t.i ke.-- Chumberhilns ('(.lie. Chol(Ictieial
Agent for
era and Ijlarrho 1:. medy ft h;ind knows
New Mexico.
tbiH to be a fact, tor sale by all
V. A. WORD

ARBITRATION

NEW BANK

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put In It. The

There Is real value In everything
we sell. You have the satisfaction of knowing that you have full
value for your money when you
buy goods of us. We are now receiving our fall stock of Carpets,
Rugs, Lace Curtains, Portieres,
Etc., and cordially invite you to inspect our line. No trouble to show
goods.
Mail orders solicited and
satisfaction guaranteed.
"Get the
habit."
J. D. EMMONS.
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.
Auto Phone, 474. Bell Phone, 155.

-

Flournoy, Sec.

mi3Lm'

Our Goods Ride High
In Public Favor

7

M, W.

V-Pr-

i

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway

WITH

OUR PILSNER BEER

Is what we aro doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stampa for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt..
Denver, Colo.

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.
THE DINING

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

CAR SERVICE

Auto. Phone 292.

(From the California Limit td

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Colo. Photu

3

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 209

Bell 'Phone No. 115

Log Book)

BED-ROC-

...

n

al

-

Hm-inc-

...

...

.

T

v'

4'-- l

1

r-- J-

BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal mer

Am
It Is peculiar that all of ns
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It'a a
habit, and we can't help It I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

!

COMMERCIAL

OL.UB

Citv Undertaker

BUILDING.

WHITE OR BLACK

hearse,

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

jTBits
THE- -

JSL

CELEBRATED
Chicago and return. $5250. with final limit of October
Jl. or tit 1
good for sixty daya.
St Loula aod return, 144.60, with final limit of October tl or IU40
good for sixty daya.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL 8EPTEMBER 80.
Denver and return, J25.15.
Colorado Springs wid return, 122.15.
Pueblo and return, 120.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, 136.15, via Pueblo, or $41.16 via
DiiTr

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
BOTTLED

IN BOND.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October 15.
THE

GEO,

T, STAGG CO.,

H. S. LUTZ,

1

OimTILLCRB
FRANKFORT, KY.

F. Ry.

& S.

w

AGENTS.

Albuqu&rqud, New

AUTOMATIC

QUICKRL

Mexico

PHONE

199.

J
J
.

Established

In

F. G. PRATT

1882.

& GO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods.
Jas. Heekin & Co' s Coffees, Im-- i

boden's Granite Flour.

..

STAPLE AND
FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
Free Delivery

l

G radii

Dealers
in
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.
213 215217 NORTH THIRD STREET;

&

AISTD
j

Toti

Agent A. T.

Final Limit Oct 31st

ttttttttftrtttttxijtttit-- i
tvltttttttt ZEIGER CAFE Jttttttttl

MELINI&EAKIN
SOLE

$5.00

Proprietors.

DOTIIE

CI,UB

ROOMS

FINK HESTAURAXT IX CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager' served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

'

lsstatttaiat(.ti.aic.isss..ic.ati,i.xi,S
BbSBS

T II K
ST. ELMO

WHISKIES, WINES

FINEST

U

AND

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH
SAMPLE

AND

CLUBROOMS

ETC.

B4RNETT,

Prop.

120 West Rallroal Avenue

agssTMCTgysaTgTO
We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHS.

at consistent Prices

RUPPE

B.
0

Bani( 0j Commsrce

203 West

R. R.

Ave.

S
S
C

g
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O: DINSDALE
Highland Livery

15, 1905.

Defer not to a future day to act wisely. The ever present It tha
one time given you for action. If you are out to buy a piano today,
call In here without delay, and tea the fine showing of piano bargain,
Including Chlckerlng Bros., Rtarr, Ellington, Howard, Hamilton, Oxford,
and many other makes. Our prices are low, and our terms make piano
buying easy. May we have your order for piano tuning?
Established in 1900.

STABLE
Boarding: Horses a Specialty

wonder what would come to pass If every married man
Took home a bunch of flowers tonight, or took some other
of nnr.ED PRICES
plan
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
his
was
love
still
forget
not
that
wife
show
he'd
his
To
with
Fillings,
$6.00;
Denver has many shade trwa badly affected
Gold Crowns,
true
&
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with- rale. Spraying has been found advantageous, but it i I wonder what would happen. I wonder now, don't you?
out pain, sue.
Bu"r"nl".
says
Republican
Denver
The
xponslvo and laborious.
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
that Is has boon found that the lady bug Is the enemy and I wonder what would come to pass if every wife tonight
visage
once
with
door,
for
at
the
antidote of the scale. All you have to do Is to turn her Should meet her husband
bright;
lotwu in sufficient numbers on the trees and she will do
And, If she let, without complaint, him get his supper
the rest. Hence, the Republican urges that no one shall
through,
kill a lady bus, rather encourage her to multiply her race. I wonder what would happen. I wonder now, don't you?
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
The fact has become pretty well established that
Boom
n. T. Armijo Bldj.
191
nearly, if not all dost motive Insects are preyed upon by
EXHIBIT
GOVERNMENT FOREST
other Insects which are not destructive to anything except
AT LEWIS & CLARK EXPOSITION
the particular Insect on which they prey. And the agriCD
9TRONO BLOCK
cultural world is now engaged in seeking and finding the
Government Bulletin
particular enemy of each of the many different kinds of
FOR
MOVING THE SICK OR IN
0)
Insects by .which man's interests are injured. Only the
JURED.
and
taasi
the
Lewis
ice
at
sen
The exhibit of the forest
Prompt Service Day or Night.
other day the New Mexican said that a cargo of tachina
(fi
need
prominence
to
the
gives
deserved
exposition
Clark
files had been received from Japan to bo distributed and the value of forestry in the northwest. It emphasizes
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
CO
SUPERINTENDENTS
CD
n-3- throughout the United States. This Interesting little In- the great benefits of the forests to the region, both on Colo. Phone, 75
O
Automatic, 147.
AND SANTA BARFAIRVIEW
Q.
eggs
20.001)
in
laying
of
its
CO
sect has the commendable habit
the northern Pacific coast, where they are the richest
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE
apiece under the skin of the caterpillars of the browntall the world in their stand of merchantable timber, and In THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICKBARA CEMETERIES
CD
and gypsy moths and various other Insects. The larvae the agricultural areas of eastern Washington and Oregon, EN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
live upon the body of their host, eventually killing them. where they dominate the success of irrigation by their POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
DO
MONUMENTS.
PACKAGE CON
It Is not known, adds the New Mexican, what the tachina storing and supply of treasured water. Indeed, the Inti- DISEASE.
will do after it has killed off all the caterpi.lars, but there mate relation between forestry and irrigation the most TAINS 100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS.
--?
PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E.
Both 'Phones.
is evidently no danger that it will seek the skin of hu- important economic problem of the northwest is most W.
620
SECOND
SOUTH
ST.'
FEE.
the
man beings to house Its eggs and larvae, or else
North Second Street
fully brought out in the association of the forest exhibit
scientists of the department of agriculture would not Im- with that of the reclamation service in the same building.
CD
port them.
The picturesque Oregon state "Forestry Uuilding,"
constructed of the giant red fir logs. Is distinct from tho
03
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
CD
Word comes from Arizona that Emll Ganz, president government forestry building, but it has attracted much
r-- rof the National Hank of Arizona, at Hioeuix, that terri- attention ami has also assisted greatly In impressing the
O
only
mail;
Carries the United States
tory. Is in trouble as a result of holding stakes in a bet public with the exceptional character of the northwestern
CD
P1
line with a change of stock enroute;
on the Colorado gubernatorial election . F. W. Thode and forest reserves.
good rigs, horses and drivers: leaves
Charles Hall were the bettors, wagering $200 each, Hall
Alblqtierque every Tuesday and SatThe government forest exhibit consists of very large
betting on Adams and Thode on I'eabody. As a result transparancies and bromide photographs, models, charts,
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. I Trimble & Co., agents,
of the way the contest ended the stakeholder is
instruments, tools, machines, apparatus, and wood materAlbuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proby both men, Hall suing for $lut and Thode to re- ial, the whole forming a history of the forest movement
.Q
prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
to
cover his $200.
designed
are
which
illustrations,
CfQ
in this country. The
C
show the necessity of forestry, as well as its methods ami
condition
forest
present
the
actual
accomplishments,
its
12 MA IS
--5
OF
in every important region of the United States and the
DBALER IN
said,
papers
have
country
larger
of
the
Some of the
various ways of improving them. Good and bad forest
when speaking of the fact that our commercial treaty with conditions are contrasted; the success which has followed
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
Germany will expire in a few months, that Germany is conservative forest work is thrown out in relief against
All Kinds of Fresh MaaL
more Interested In renewing or making a new treaty with the failure which follows careless. Ignorant, or heedless
No. 100 North Broadway.
us than we are in making the treaty with her. The ab- effort; wasteful and conservative luinhcring. forests rav- Offer to supply you with anything in
surdity of this assertion is evident from the following aged by fire, are displayed side by side; stripped and our line, at prices that are fair and
Corner Wasmngton Avenue.
facts, which are authoritative:
eroded mountain slopes are placed next well protected square, and we are now making
New Maxlee
Albuquerque,
So,
exports
of Germany to foreign countries ones, properly grazed areas next those overgra.ed.
The total
Increased from $750,000,000 dollars In 18:M, the year of the through all the lines of work which the forest service Is
THE HAPPV HOUSEWIFE
adoption of commercial treaties, to $1,2 i:?.oaip.uoo in the conducting, the right and the wrong ways of working are
Who takes pride In her bread and
year 1904, an increase of about tio per cent. During the forcibly impressed upon the visitor.
same period the imports of the United States from Germacake making knows the pleasure and
The exhibit does not end, however, with disclosing
$9
ny increased from $97,000,000 In the fiscal year 1891 to the damage to forests in the past, or even with prescrib- $12 Refrigerators
satisfaction to be had by the use of
$6.75
$109,000,000 in 1904, or ouly about 12 per cent. The ex- ing presentives for the future, but It also shows how $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
Empress mills flour. She knows her
$6
Tea
$8
Sets
China
ports from this country to Germany increased In the same the naturally treeless plains of the middle west are capa25c
years from $93,000,000 to $215,000,000, or more than 131 ble, under correct methods of tree planting, of supporting 40c China Salad Bowls
bread will be the whitest, sweeteat,
per cent.
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
forest growth, and how fire swept and denuded mountain
most nutritious and healthful,
and
per cent discount.
While our purchases from Germany increased only slopes of the east and west can be reclaimed to forest
25c
her cakes, pies and, pastry dainty,
about 12 per cent, our sales to Germany increased more something vitally important for conserving the stream 75c Glass Berry Sets
20c
than 131 per cent. While last year our sales to Germany flow for agriculture, manufacture and commerce.
35c Glass Water Pitchers
delicate and light
were $215,000,000, we bought from Germany ouly $109,- $1.25
The practical and educational features of the exhibit $1.75 Decorated Lamps
000,000 wofth.
Without the treaty we will have
$3.25
Its main objects are further carried out in the public $4.50 Decorated Lamps
to pay her the highest tariff she charges, with the treaty tests which are being made of the strength of the structu $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
we will have to pay no more than what other nations pay, ral timbers of the western states. Hue little is now accur 50c Steam Egg Poachers
IV1.
40c
No risk Is
when you place
who have entered such treaty relations.
ately known on this subject. These tests and all other ex $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50 your order for taken
Ms
COPYRIGHT
medifamily
or
drugs
periniental work will be explained to the public dally by
T14 West Copper Ave.
cines with us. Wa fill every prescripA telegram from .Manila says that American sur the officials In charge. It is also planned to conduct a
"EMPRESS."
In
a
careful, accurate way and
tion
goons connected with the board of health of that city, series of illustrated lectures ou forestry by represents
guarantee the quality. Ask your doe-tor- .
declare they have discovered a positive cure for leprosy. tlves of the forest service.
WHOLESALE LIQUOR AND CIGAR
cases treated, all have improved, six cases
Of twnty-fiv- e
H. O'RIELLY CO.,
being absolutely cured. Several patients, portions of
DEALERS
whose bodies had gone, have recovered. All of the
DRUGGISTS.
cases have been under observation for at least six
SOME STORIES WISE
Exclusive Apents for Yellowstone
Free delivery In tha city. Mall oro
months, and it Is absolutely impossible to discover a
era sent out the same day they are
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
germs
AND SOME OTHERWISE
trace of the
of the disease in the blood of the pa
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
The
tients. The method used is a system of
FLORIST.
THE
IVES,
COMING,
KNIGHT'S
MIDNIGHT)
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom 111 South First Street,
surgeons do not desire their names to be mentioned at
Fresh Cut Flowers.
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
AlVmoniToup NTew Met co.
present. They will not ask for the rewards which have I
been offered by various governments for a cure for lep' Care Required in Banks.
A stranger came into an Augusta bank one day and
rosy.
presented a check for which he wanted the equivalent
in cash.
MORE
OPINION
"Have to le Identified," said the teller.
The stranger took a bundle of letters from his pocket.
Under the above caption, the St. Louis
puts on expert opinions about the estimate which The all addressed to the same name as that on the check. The
Citizen recently did, and which caused so much Indigna- teller shook his head. The man thought a minute, and
I
I
I
I
t
says: pulled out his watch, which bore the name on Its inside
tion to the Morning Journal. The
won't
It,
merely
glancing
cover.
"that
said
teller,
at
The
A wide divergence of thought among experts on every
question under the sun as to which they are consulted, do."
The man dug into his pockets and found oue of those
may give us such a largo assortment of varying opinions
concerning the Portsmouth conference that every person "If I should die tonight notify my wife" cards, and called
who pays his money will be able to take his choice. For the teller's attention to the description, which fitted to a
If you have an y busine ss of a f inancial
CF
of the great journals of Europe have sent their T.
several
'
"These things don't prove anything," he said. "We've
experts to Portsmouth:
natu
e
if
hav
ason
re
or
re
you
any
One London paper has sent three experts. This would got to have the word of a man we know."
"Hut map, I've given you an identification that would
be a hazardous enterprise if the paper should undertake
to change your Ba nk Acco unt
to publish all of its expert opinions us a part of Its regular convict me of murder in any court of the land.
"That's probably true," responded the teller patiently,
news, but, as each expert will sign his name to his opinAL BUQUER QUE, NE W MEX1 CO
call or write us.
ions, any ridiculousness growing out of the divergences "but In matters connected with the bank we have to be
will fall upon the experts and not upou the paper. For more careful." Philadelphia Ledger.
even a great journal cannot afford to assume full responsibility for the opinions of more than oue expert at a time. Beecher Even With Intruders.
matter of fact great newspapers run but sparHenry Ward Beecher was often spared much embari'inglyAs asigned
to
statements in handling great news events. rassment by his quickness of repartee. One evening as
Capital a nd Surp lus,
The real "expert" in all such cases Ih the man who knows he was In the midst of an Impassioned speech, some one
bow and where to gel the news, anil, as a rule, his name ii tempted to Interrupt him by suddenly crowing like a
has uever filled the speaking trump of fame. Hut his roost tr. It was done to perfection; a number of people
The above la a fac simile of the discount-glas- s
used by the Treasurer of the United States. United States
journal can afford to "stand for" him.
laughed in spite of themselves, and the speaker's friends
notes, fractional currency notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, and Treasury notes of 1890, are redeemable
felt that in a moment the whole effect of the meeting, and
by the Treasury, and when not mutilated so that Iws than three-fifthof tho original proportions remains, by
In the adjoining column appears the governments' ac- of ilr. lieecher's thril.ing appeals, might be lost.
iu sums not less
the Bcveral Assistant Treasurers, at face value. United States notes are redeemable In coin,
count of its forestry exhibit at the Lewis and Clark CenThe orator, however, was equal to the occasion, lie
than j0, by tho Assistant Treasurers In New York and San Francisco. Treasury notes of 181)0 are redeemable la
tennial exposition, fully sc'tiug tmili the important relacoin, in sums not less than $50, by the Treasurer and all the Assistant Treasurers. Silver certificates are redeemlistei.ed till the crowing ceased, and then, with
able in standard silver dollars only, or exchangeable for other silver certificates. National bank notes are retions between the three suhjets of forestry, water supply a look of surprise, pulled out bis watch.
United States notes, fractional currency notes,
deemable by the Treasurer, but not by the Assistant Treasurers.
and reclamation of arid and waste lands. If there are any
"Morning already!" lie said. ".My watch Is only at
gold certificates, sliver certificates, Treasury notes of 1S0O, and National bank bo'js, when mutilated so that less
other three subjects in which New Mexico is more haiy lo. IHit there can be no mistake about it ; t lie instincts oi
of the original proportion! remains, are redeemable by Treasury
but clearly more than
than three-fifthinterested than she is in these The Citizen confesses ig the lower animals are infa.lible."
are
only, at one-hal- f
or certificate. Fragments not clearly more than
noto
whole
face
value
of
the
the
ad
in
reason
article
the
ihe
norance of them. For this
There was a roar uf laughter. The "lower animal" in
not redeemed, unless accompanied by the evidence required In paragraph 13. Fragments less than three fifths
joining column is presented.
i.e g iliery collapsed, and Mr. ib echer was able to reare redeemed at the face value of the whole note when accompanied by an affidavit of the owner or other persons
must state the
if n ulling had occurred.
nin,
Hasina Herald.
bavins knowledge of the facts that the missing portions have been totally destroyed. The affidavit
cause and manner of the multilatlon. and must be sworn anl subscribed to before an officer qualified to administer
There are said to be ll.iiuu.Oui.l Jews, of whom nearly
atha, who must affix bis official seal thereto, and the character of the afflant must be certified to be good by
half residu 1n Russia. In no oilier country called civil- Laid Them Himself.
ueh offlcasr or torn other having an official seal. Signatures by mark X) must be witnesseJ by two persona
ized are the Jews so badly persecuted. Hence, very
What happens to a man who attempts to express
who can write, and who must give their place of rea'dence. The Treasurer will exercise such discretion under
Japanese victory has been hailed with delight by the himself
regulation aa may seem to hlni needful to protect the United State from fraud Fragments not redeemable
great
while
a
was
under
in
this
mental
strain
shown
Jews in all parts of the world.
are rejected and returnd.
the case of a doi.Mi town grocery man yesterday afternoon.
An elderly woman bad asked for fresh laid eggs, and a
iile-anko clerk had told her that they we re ad
SITUATION
out.
The following has been clipped from tho Santa Fo
The grocer, who had been landing by. and heard the
in.
New Mexican:
We are now open for business, with
conversation, called his clerk define him and said:
seems
Albuquerque
city
of
Everybody welcome to look through
The police system of the
a new and second-han"That lady who just wmt nut
line of furnihear her ask
to be rotten to the core. Hlackmailing unfortunate wom- you for fresli laid eggs?"
ture,
114 South Fourth street, in
our
large three-floo- r
at
repository.
en seems to be one of the chief and profitable pastimes
"Yes. sir," answered the cb rk.
the
Gleckler
building.
city
the
with
of the force. The blame for this rets
"And you said we hadn't any?
IRVAN & HAYGOOD.
and with tho lack of moral courage that
"Yes, sir; that is correct."
seems to pervade certain classes of the population.
yilb-dgrocer
rage,
Purple
with
the
in this connection the Las Vegas Optic is of the op"Didn't you see me lay those eggs myse.f on the couninion that the New Mexican ought to blame the people of ter, not ten minutes ago? You are it charged, you scounIf we don't do your
Albuquerque more than it does the police force or the city drel!" l.os Angeles Kxpress.
HAULING
administration, and this may be so. Certainly a healthy
we both lose money. We
John W. Abbott, Prop.
to
sentiment,
stop
speedy
public
would
a
put
strong
and
haul anything quickest and
the outrages recently reported from the Duke City. Says No Time for Quarter.
best service in city. Excavatis
Only the Bot
August lh'lmont, at a dinner in Chicago, was remindthe Optic in this regard:
ing a speciality.
one of
"The New Mexican is arguing from the wrong prem- ed of the .Scottish Highlander iu the French war.
Albuquerque Transfer Co.
.Meats, Butter and Eggs
'This Highlander had overtax u a fleeing Frenchman
ise when It roasts the Albuquerque police force so nb y.
high-grad- e
Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
The Albuquerque police have gone too far, but tiny l ave and was about to strike him down, when, falling mi his
109 North Second St.
Ceo. M. Baccus, Prop.
been eanjing out the will of the Albuquerque council and knees, the Frenchman cried:
VEHICLES AND HARNESS
Quarter! Quarter!"
the Albuquerque people. When one word of blame is livi"
CO
"
ye,'
quarter
to
people
I'll no' ha'e tlnio
the Scot answered.
en to the police, ten words should be liven to the
Subscribe for The C'lUzen and get
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES.
'I'll jut cut ye in twa.'" Huston Post.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.
FRFSH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'S.
the ncttg.
who have made tho methods employed possible."
I
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Special Prices
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Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
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Furniture
Bargains. .
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City Market

yours when
Pleasure
our
you have
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Qolden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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Store Closet 12:30 to 2:30 during
August,
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DRESS GOODS 20 pieces of Good
Brilliantine, 50 inches wide; in black,
navy blue, royal blue, brown, cardinal
and green; would be cheap at 75c a
yard. Special Price, per yacd

pieces

CO

per yar- d-

P T A T i O N SALE
Pay Day Bargains

New

Curtain

6c

Cretons,

at,

Pric-e-

wide;

3q

7c

MILL END SALE OF REMNANTS
3,000 yards Fine Dress Gingham Rem-

HERE'S A SNAP IN LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS 50 dozen Plain, White
Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs,
ALL
PURE LINEN; Sale Price, each

25C

nants, 3 yards to 12 yards In each
piece, all worth 2'c a yard; for this
'
sale, per yard

2,C

neck,

25 dozen Lawn Kimonos, all sizes, on

7.2e

25 dozen Best Quality Turkish
Tops, on Sale at, each

25C

4c

2,000 yards Fancy White Goods Remnants, worth 20c a yard; Sale Price,

Qq

Lace and Embroidery trimmed, full
sized; made of good muslin; on Sale,
each

Sale here for, per pair

5,000 yards Checked Apron Gingham,
good quality, at, per yard

Pric- e-

J2,..c

45c

200 pieces New Huron Percales,
27
inches s'ie, good quality, per yard

3c

One Lot Women's Vests, In white,
pink and blue, sold for 12'2c; Sale

4c

NEW
OUTING
500
FLANNELS
pieces New Outing Flannel, good quality, neat patterns, at the low price of,
per yard
6'.,C

each; Special Sale Price, each

15c

One Lot Women'a Vests, at, each

Qq

3c

5,000 yards

Fine White Goods Remnants, 3 to 10 yards in piece, worth
up to 15c a yard; Sale Price, yard

pieces Best Plain Outing Flannels,
in white, cream, baby blue, pink and
red, very fine quality, at, per yard
100

2,000 yards good White Walstings, 3
to 12 yards in each piece, worth up to
35c a yard, at The Tempting Price of,

G,c

9c

Sc

One Lot Women's Vests, sold for 25c

5,000 yards
Best Dress Ginghams,
worth 10c yard, see them; Sale Price

only, per yard

Pillow

50 dozen Misses Blac,k. Fine Ribbed
Hose, the Topsy Brart
quality
sold elsewhere for 20c per pair; on

MUSLIN UNDERSKIRTS 200 Muslin Underskirts, In plain, Hemstitched,

7 he

per yard

Best Standard Quality, worth
25c a yard: your choice of patterns,
at, per yard
50 pieces Unbleached Outing Flannel,
at, per yard
Qq
300 pieces New Outing Flannels, extra quality, all new patterns; Sale
Price, per yard

25C

One Lot Women's Vests, tape
worth 12i'2c; on Sals for

2.000 yards New Scotch Lawn at, per

Sale at

50 pieces Table Oil Cloth, V4 yards

One Lot Women's Vests, In extra
sizes, sold for 40c; Special Sale

59c

yard

12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

Store Close

CONTINUES ALL NEXT WEEK

Pay Day Bargains

H

M

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

per yard

12,.,C
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SHERIFF MUBBELL S

DUTCH

TREAT
IS AN OLD SAYING, MEANING

THAT

YOU GET

THE

EXACT EQUIVALENT

For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
work, we will give you ample opportunity
to
secure a double
DUTCH TREAT.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY PURPOSE CARRIED IN
STOCK.
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE

Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Southwestern Electric

Co..

2eseuth
Second St.

Prices

Reduced

& Construction

Dental

have reduced prices in all dental
workj Full upper or lower seta of
teeth from $8 up, according to quality.
Gold filling from $2 up. Amalgam
and all other fillings, from $1 up.
Gold crowns and bridge work at greatly reduced prices. Appointments made
by mall. Dr. D. C. Labbe, of Chicago,
will assist.
W. N. MACBETH
.
Rooms 24 and 25 Barnett building.
Oldest established dentist in the
I

territory.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

CASINO!

CASINO!

With every Gas Range, two tickets to the
Casino. Best seats in the house, free pass on
cars both way. Those who cook with gas are
there on time. Show Room Fourth and Gold
Avenue. See the Gas Man.

Free Gas

'roe Gas

If you live on the gas mains and purchase a
Gas Stove, we set up your stove and connect
you with the gas Gak Pjncflc at Cnttt
mains free of any
charge Ladies' see the Old Man then the
Gas Man. Fourth and Gold Avenue.
I

STOCK

-

MONEY

METAL

HEARING TODAY

LEAVES TONIGHT FOR

Col. Sellers Going Direct

Governor Otero Listens to
Testimony in Charges
Against Official.
COTH

SIDES

SUBMIT

to

Reservation to Secure
Indians For Fair.
L'PDECRAFF FOR STARTING

Stop and Think
for a moment. What would be the use
of inviting you to our store if we did
not have the right

JUDGE

Secretary D. K. B. Sellers, or the
territorial fair association, will leave
tonight on No. 1 for Thoreau, from'
where he will make the trip overland
to the Navajo reservation, a distance
of loo miles. He will be accompanied
from Thoreau by a guide by the name
of Montoya.
Colonel Sellers expects
to reach Ms destination on Wednesday night and will try and return by
Saturday.
The purposo of his trip Is o secure
Indians for the fair. He Is going after
the wild and woolly kind, and expects
that the Indian attraction this yearj
will be one of the best features of the
fair. The Navajo fire dance will
probably be reproduced, which In
itself Is a great show.
Starting Judge Is Secured.
O. I. rpdegraff. one of the most
widely known race horse men In the
middle west, has been chosen to offi
ciate as starting Judge at the races
during the fair. Mr. Updeitraff has
for eight years past presided over the
meeting at Overland Park, Denver,
and Hie fair management Is to be
congratulated on Its selection. From
here Mr. Vpdegraff will go to Las
Vegas and preside over the races to
be held theie during the northern
New Mexico fair.
More Fine Cattle Coming.
Joseph Jennings, proprietor of the
Lone Willow stock farm, at McCrack-en- ,
Kan., has written to the secretary,
asking that Tie reserve him the best
possible stall room for the two car
loads of fine bred Hereford and Galloway rattle, which he will bring to
Albuquerque to exhibit at the stock
show. Mr. Jennings Is one of the largest breeders of fine cattle In the
west, and It Is safe to say that he will
bring a prize winner or two among
his two cars of stock.

PINAFORE

Amalgamated Copper
83T6
American Sugar
144'?
Atchison, common
89"
Baltimore & Ohio
114V4
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
70
Colorado Fuel & Iron
4616
Colorado Southern, first
62 V4
Coloiado Southern, second .... 40
Chicago, Great Western, common 21"

Ip

THE NAVAJO COUNTRY

WOOL

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
&. Bryan.
Barnett Building.

Mm

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure
to have

Carpets and Rugs

BRIEFS

that

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

Albctt Fabei

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying

M rn

gV

IS IT? WELL, WE GUESS1 WHEN
IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GIV.
ING GENUINE VALUE FOR EVERY
DOLLAR YOU 8PEND FOR PLUMB
ING, THERE IS NO ONE AHEAD Of
US. IF YOU WANT TO BE IN THE
SWIM, GET GOOD,
ENDURINQ
WORK AND SAVE MONEY, WE
ARE THE PEOPLE TO SEE.

hi

J. L.

yi

isSa

txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THE WEEK 3

CLOSES WITH "FRA DIAVOLO."

The Colorado Telephone Company.

3
As guady and as gay as a "Prince
Charming" was F. A. Wade last night 4
in the role of "Sir Joseph Hotter, of
the King's l.obee." Mr. Wade's smile
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
that "won't come off," was never more
appropriate than in this character.
and he plies It like a Trojan, with tell
ing effect. Mr. Wades characterize
Do you realize that you can get
tion in the tole of Sir Joseph Porter
MODERN Telephone Service today for
In "Pinafore," is well taken.
Mr. Frank Hurgess, In the characwhat you are paying for inferior
ter of "Dick Deadeye," the ugly sailor,
is another character well taken. Mr.
service.
llurgess Is fast becoming a warm favorite at the Casino. His receptions
The only Long Distance Transare visibly growing stronger, as the
Casino patrons become better acmitters and Receivers; Wall or
quainted with him.
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
Miss Addle Mumford, as "Little
you wish; Lowest rates.
Buttercup," did not throw Boston taffies at the children In the audience, a
as she did at the matinee performance of "Pinafore," by the Beggar XXXXXXXXXl X I IXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
Prince Opera company, but if she had
It would probably have loaned a little
cheerful variety to the scene. There
would have been more hits made than
that made by the clothing house dum
my, which was thrown on the stage,
when little Harrold Sellers sang about
We give on our laundry work?
"McMannus" and his clothes. Tiny
Try it and see how
Juanlta Horton gave a little specialty
durable it is, Notice how long it keeps its finish.
In
cake walking, and the doings of
these juvenile performers lightened
We turn out linen, white as snow and free from all
much the tedium of "Pinafore."
The crowd out was fully as large
specks or wrinkles,
as that present on the opening night,
when most every available space was
Jammed full and that all went away
pleased was evident from the lack of
c;iticlsm which Is usually heard on
the street cars.
"Pinafore" will be on the boards to
"RED WAGONS"
night and tomorrow night. Glrafle- Girofla" will be the bill Thursday even
ing and the three nights following.

e

Have You Noticed the DomesttcFfnisb

I

Imperial Laundry Co.
C. BALDRIDGE
J.NATIVE
AND

f

thnn

DIECKMANN

TILL APPEAR IN CONCERT AT

K
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Kiss It Goodbye.
The Rio Grande Woolen Mills com-p.my pioposo belling to the ladies of
All.iniueriiii iu the next week or two,1
l.'i'Hj of their sklrta, that are made,
ior m rvu-- as well as for appearance,
and ihat you will save at least
by ti:e deal, "I'licle Johnny" says to!
uu in all candor. If you want to see'
lie dear old eale on the dollar again,
epend your money where It will stay!
with in. Money that goes to pay for1
1:0.1. is ihat
fiom New York!
you might us well kiss it good-- !
wedl
!

i

bye.

You
Gloi.fc

can pet
store.

these

fekirta at

the'

R

-

SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
RAINT Covers more,
looks best, wears longest, most
full measure.economical,

BUILDING RARER
Aim
ways In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Ralnt,

Glass, Sash, Doors,

riftar btbkkt and coal avk.

BsnniMMsMMMBBgBjl

ALBUQUCRQUC.

M.

::

g

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladd

your heart and warm your hos
when its cold. Fill your bins tm
next winter now and avoid the rush,
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallop
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal

gov-ctn-

Allm-pienpie-

1

CHICAGO LUMBER

1

VJOLiIXIST

Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N.:M.

Co.

Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

Governor Miguel A. Otero, accompanied by Secretary J. W. Reynolds,
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford,
and Miss Clara Olsen, private secreC. & 0
5Gi,4
tary to the executive, arrived last
Erie, common
48 ',i night Ironi Santa
Fe.
Krle, first
85
At 10:30 o'clock this morning In
Louisville & Nashville
1497i the governor's suite at the Alvarado,
Missouri Pacific
I041J was commenced the hearing of Suer-if- f
Metropolitan
129
1 nomas S. Hublell, of Bernalillo
Mexican Central
2374 county, against whom charges
were
New York Central
155
filed by District Attorney Frank
V.
Norfolk
8G
Clancy, charging the sheriff with malReading, common
110
feasance In olilee and other IrregularPennsylvania
144
c
ities,
Rock Island, common
84V6
upon the opening of
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 214 theImmediately
court, Attorney E. W. Dohson, repSouthern Taclflc
67
resenting the defendant, filed an anSt. Paul
184'4 swer to the charges, denying them In
Southern Railway
35
tot) with the exception that the sherTennessee Coal & Iron
90
iff wte allowing certain saloons
In
Texas Pacific
8&
the county to run without paying the
Union Pacific, common
133
proper licenses. As to these chargrs,
U. S. S., common
3C4 Mr. Hubbell claims utter ignorance, In
V. S. S., pfd
104 V4 as much as lie slated In his answer,
Wabash, common
2o
that his chief deputy attends to the
Wabash, pfd
42
collection of all the liquor and gaming
Wisconsin Central, common .... 2R
licenses, and If these became delinWisconsin Central, pfd
56
quent, it was through no fault of the
O. & W
55
sheriff.
American Smelters
129
During the morning session testimony was taken in two of the charges
ENGLISH PEOPLE FIND
relative to allowing saloons to do business
Witnesses
W. E. CURTIS FALSE were without a license.
examined first In the case of
Melquaides Mai tine, who Is it charged,
W. D. D. CARY, OF ISLE OF MAN, was allowed to conduct a saloon In AlVISITS ALBUQUERQUE AFTER ameda without paying the customary
license. The other case was that of
READING INFAMOUS LETTER IN I'erea
and Apodaca, who It is also
CHICAGO RECORD-HERALclaimed, were allowed to run a saloon
In Los Griegos without having to pay SANTA FE'S YOUNGEST
'Mr. and Mrs. W. I). D. Cary, Isle of a license.
Man, England," garnishes the register
DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
inis aiteiuoon several witnesses
at the Alvarado in a plain, bold hand. were examined iu regard to the charge
There Is nothing so very remarkable uiai the sheriff had tiled bills with the
NOT YET 30
R. HITCHCOCK,
alout this, but any one aware that the board of county commissioners. In J. YEARS
OLD, HAS CHARGE OF
Isle of Man is m the Irish channel sev which he charged lor feeding prisSOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LINES.
enty-livmiles from Liverpool would oners that were not confined in the
naturally l.e attracted by It and bo- - county jail. After tin) examination
J. R. Hitchcock, superintendent of
come Interested in people so far from of witnesses on this charge Loth, sides the Southern California lines of the
submitted briefs, and it is expected
home.
anta Fc, with 'Headquarters at San
Mr. and Mrs. Cary are at the Alvar- that the hearing will lie closed this Hi iniirilino, arrived In tbo city this
ado for two weeks and are as comedy evening and the governor will return nif.inlnji in his private car, No. 414.
a couple of elderly people as one cart s to Santa Fe tomorrow.
Ho is on his way to
Marclal,
He will examine the briefs and tes- where his father, V. H. San
lo meet. Both are dressed In the
Is
Hitchcock,
heighth of Knglish fashion, but not to timony introduce.! at today's hearing, master mechanic fur the Santa Fe.
Mr. Hitchcock ranks as ono of the
tiie extreme of pigginess. They are and it is expected that he will be
muring the United Slates and like Al- ;eady to render his decision In the youngest railway olllcials in the Unit
case against Sheriff JIuhbell, together ed Suites. He is not 30 years old,
buquerque quite well.
Mr. Carey said that ho had read with those against Treasurer F. A. yet lu is superintendent of ono of
William K. Curtis' letters on Albu Hubbell and County Superintendent t!'e Santa Fe's most important
embracing the llne.s in south- querque, inn be hail not found the Kslavio Vigil within the next few
town nearly so dreadful as the Kecord-Heral- wieks.
Attorney
GeorK W. Prlch- - his present position February 1. 1005.
correspondent had painted 1'.. ard will alsoGeneral
look alte r the evidence Ai ilie ti:ii,.. ,n liU promotion ho was
It. was good to hear Mr. Carey's
candid ..u cuuime ni' uiina ueiore tne
.
f tie: k to General Mauairer A. O.
opinion of the celebrated Record-Heralernor
will
his
render
W, iis. who saw in the youni; man an
decision.
Mr.
space writer.
rlchat-was not present at the hear- - exceptionally thorough railroader,
Mi. Cary looks at the country from
today.
!,.man ls I1()t a stranr In
a point of view of business and climate, insi he hearing arouse d
.
little interest.
bavin resided liere home
while Mrs. Carey is greatly interested
uls'"e J" leprcseniaiives of the:y.ais a.i. While a boy. Mr. Hitchcock
in Mevican drawn work and the In- ri.-s,1
li,,,-i.- .
mioses, no one else not so nailers for Th
dians, "l took some of the drawn work directlyaimconnected
with It was pres the day many of his friends called on
home with me last year," said she, ent
him.
"and our people at home were charmTnnlnlit bis pMvate car will be at-- l
ed with it, and I must get some mor.e"
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
tacne to the southbound train and
Mr. Cary has a home in Oakland,
:!1 proeed to San .Marclal,
lie
where
ut p. mis the greater part of his time FOR SALE
Light room, two story, I..
s lo attend t he wedding of
in Kii .'lau l. The Indus; ry of the Is.c
modern frame dwelling, on cornet: re atfo.
iv
Kood location; will s, ll cheap If t.tl.
of Man is fishing, although it is famous
i n at once.
as a summer resort, the r.."i.ini of naA. Y., ( are Citizen.
tive population Increasing in the open
GIVE
YOURSELF AND YOUR
seasons to iT.n.uiMi. t has an area of
thirty by twelve miles and its chief ex- FAMILY A TREAT BY OWNING
Bc11cr
ONE
OF
OUR NEW BUGGIES OR
m o n y
ecutive is a governor appointed by the
SURREYS. WE MAKE PRICES TO '
L MlKing of I'nchuid, and the t
lie there
s
lifj.st
.
cniiiing
jmk.hI for
as
is
ALBUUUEHQUE CARRIAGE
have a dialect of their own called the ttl-LtUMPANY.
"Manx."
you as it is for your
rv
After leaving Albuquerque Mr. and
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
Mrs Cary will go to Oakland.
iuid
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
moueyLiick.
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Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Grea
Mill wood, Sl'.OO full load.
EureKa White Lima.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 46

HOLLENBECK
BILICKE

C.

CENTRAL

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
5.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Rastaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladies' parlor and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends tnere. Information and
writing materials free. Ladies. and children welcome.
Ail Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excurdon
and
beach cara paas the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

GOOD ENOUGH
CEASES TO BE GOOD ENOUGH IF IT CAN POSSIBLY BE MADE
BETTER, IS THE RULE WE WORK BY, IN PREPARING MEDICINES AND PRESCRIPTIONS. FOR THE WELFARE OF THE
SICK AND FOR THE PROTECTION OF OUR BUSINESS WE
PUT
M0NEY AND SK,LL can c'ommand- toRfTuHrnE,VshRtYhI7esRtT

B. Ha BRIGGS & CO.,
PROPS. ALVARADO

BOTH PHONES

PHARMACY

ii mrmtmr

and golo;avk.

PAQE

ALHU1UKHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

IX

ThEOMOMIST

yJJHlv Curtain Swisses
Yard wide, White

X

Swissci,

Curtain

TUESDAY, AUG.

Silkolines

15, 1905.

jSEv

Figured Silkollnea, full yard wide,
pretty colorings and designs; a!o
plain colors; special this week

r3

tl

JTZs.
I

X

Vj

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Easiest Store

EXCELLENT OFFERINGS IN LACE CURTAINS, PORTIERES AND DRAPERIES
where there'a always
But it is the quarterly
to
housecleaning time
which we are referring. Tis the cleaning of your home from attic to cellar.
What pleasant (?) anticipations for the careful housekeeper! There is the parlor needs new curtains and
the library a change of hangings. The diningroom, too, could be greatly improved by a pair of new
curtains and the bedroom will look more cheerful with new draperies. Now, we want to help you if
you will let us. We want to take some of the worries off your shoulders want to smoothen the
wrinkles of perplexity that appear at the, thought of housecleaping on every woman's face. How will
we do it? By offering for one week

time will soon be here again. Of course, in Albuquerque
Tapestries Reduced 15 'OUSECLEANING
such a great stir in real estate it means housecleaning every day in the week.
Those rich tapestries so appropriate for portieres
or furniture coverings 50 inch widecome In all
the new colorings and designs at greatly reduced prices for this week.
50c grade at
$1.00
grado at
$1.25
grade at
$1.60
grade at
$2.00 grade at

39
79

9Sef

110
158

Japanese Crepes
Beautiful Jap -- repes for draperies in large variety of colorings and designs the loveliest
things imaginable 25c to 35c values priced this
week, per yard

Sale of Couch and
Table Covers
Great line of couch and table covers of tapestries
in the various combinations of colorings and designs. Couch covers have the fringe all around
are full length and width beautiful effects In
Roman stripes and are priced as follows:
$4 values at..
g3
$5 values at
g4

Tapestry Tabic Covets
Have all been reduced on an average of 20 per
cent. Suffice it to say both the covers and prices
will prove satisfactory to you. Range of prices:

that

yfJf,

Br
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C The

Published Dally and Weekly.
the Citizen Publishing Company.

. Entered at postoffice for transmission through the mails as second
class matter.

UNiqNjMl.ABkL

INJVs
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
ress.
arrest city and
The Largest New
fcsxgest Northern
Associated

'.3

Afternoon Dispatches,
County Circulation.
Mexico Circulation,
Arizona Circulation.

TERMS OF SUSOiUPTION
Ially by mail, 1 year in advance $5.00
50
Daily by mall, one month
60
.Dail by rar.ier, 1 month
Weekly by mail, one year .... $2.00
The Evening Citizen will be
in the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cents per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for advertising can be had
on application.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
.notifying us immediately ou any nondelivery of the paper.

,
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New Draperies
We've just received a line of curtain materials
will find favor with particular women. All
the newest weaves and effects. First In the lot
comes a line of

Rich

Portieres of
at

15c
15c
20c
25c
40c

as figures, dots, spots and stripes. Widths run
from 36 to 42 Inches. Regular prices are 15c and
20c per yard. Special this week at

Curtain Lawns

and

mi imiummmuiup,

Pretty yard wide curtain
with fancy colored border.
per yard

IS

1-1-

1(J9

348

tapestries

I

pretty designs
fully worth $5

3.25

Cretonnes Reduced

Is this "Snowflake."
Another new curtaining
Suitable for bed room, dining room or library.
Comes 42 Inches wide. Designs In horizontal
stripes of green and yellow. Special, per yard

VVc

39
98

Fifteen pieces of pretty cretonnes In various colorings and designs marked special for one week.
Regular price is 10c this week, per yard

assortment of white and colored curtain
Swises. These come in the various patterns, such

These are 40 Inches wide embroidered with silk
finished thread In yellow, blue, red and green
flowers on cream scrim. Very beautiful. Eastern
stores sell these at 75c per yard, we ask only

good

colors green, brown and wine

a pair

Full

Embroidered French
Scrims

"

In

V

Swisses

that

Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair
Nottingham Lace Curtains, a pair
Hamburg Net Curtains, a pair. . . .
Hamburg Net Curtains, a pair....

$5 Portiees 3.25

Curtain Snowflakes

Curiam

Figured Cretonnes
Yard wide Burlap
Drapery Sateen
Art Denim
Art Denim

12V4

VitVzt
15ef

!)
29

Honiton Swiss

lawn white ground
Very neat. Special,

Striped effects. Forty inches
wide. Suitable for bed room, dining room or
brary. Special per yard
New for curtains.

12 2C

J
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of Lordsburg for a long time, has got
a transfer that makes him at home
In Kl Paso than in Lordsburg,
j more
and so has moved his family there.
Mrs. Long left for her new home MonSALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR y4
day, to the sorrow of her many friends
here.
The school board has engaged Miss
Elizabeth Swan as principal of the lo"
cal school tor the next year, and Miss
Florence Noble, of Hardin, Mo., as
CANDY CATHARTIC
teacher in the primary department.
Miss Swan taught the school last
ad
year. Mids Noble Is a sister or CharDreeeista
7(17
r
fe3 lie Noble, one of our prominent citizens. She comes highly recommended
Mb, o win (TIE-- ii cvnr.L nu'Mibuu
and is an experienced teacher.
mf

1

Best Hot,Weather Medicine

down from Prescotton who were witnesses.
Three prizes
Monday morning by Constable
were given to the quickest and most
It was understood that the ar- dexterous In the games, and they were
rest had been made by that officer won by Diberta Dibert, Mary McFle
who for two months had had a war- and Pamona Baca.
rant for Willis and had learned that
Mrs. A. M. Bergere, accompanied by
he was working in a mine near
her daughter, Miss Otero, and her sons,
It appears, though, that Wil- Manuel B. Otero, and several smaller
lis was taken into custody by Deputy children, and Miss Doyle, Is at the
Shi riff John Hardee of Yavapai coun- ranch residence of Delegate W. H. Anty, at Prescott, with whom Constable drews In Sierra county, where accordRed wine had been In communication ing to all expectations they will be
on the subject of curtailing the lib- the remainder of this month on an
erty of "Coffee Pot" Tom.
outing.
Mrs. Ixmls Baer and little daughter,
Half the ills that man Is heir to Julia, of Boston, who have been in
come from indigestion. Iturdock Blood the city for six weeks, visitors
at
Red-win-

Mor-riatow-

.

50c
A

Full Set of Teeth

$0.00

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, De Witt's Witch Hazel
Salve has no equal. It Is a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
a scar. Boils, old sores, carbuncles,
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
the genuine DeWitt'a Witch Hazel
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
are often dangerous and uncertain.
Sold by all druggists.

artist, brought

AUTO 'PHONE 451 1

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

j

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

Gold

22-Kar- at

F Copp

Dte B

$6.00
for

Examination Free

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be

In assistance.
An
additional
will be added to the office.

$1.00
and

Upward

for

Fillings

ROOM 12 N.

r.

chair

ARM1JO BUILD1N0

WINSLOW
1'

letters and remittances should Bitters strengthens and tones the
be addressed to The Citizen Publish- stomach;
makes Indigestion impossiing Company. Drafts, checks and ble.
,
and express money must
be made payable to the order of the
The Only Way.
company.
There Is no way to maintain the
OUR TELEPHONES.
health and strength of mind and body
Automatic, 183
Bell, 15
All

75c
$1.50
$2.00
$2.50
$3.50

economical women. Every lace curtain,
couch cover,
every yard of drapery is reduced for this sale. The values are nothing short of marvelous. You can- not afford to pass this up.

',lP.VJ""p""M1"

ffip""

The entire line Is Included In this sate. Each and
every pair Is reduced In price. Besides the regular stock there are a number of odds and ends
that must go at any price. Space forbids the
mention of every number we have In stock. Here
are a few. All others priced In proportion:

f Bargains in Curtains and Draperies
every portiere, every
will prove a delight to

98c to $5

EVENING CITIZEN

Lace Curtains

o.

ro:u the Mall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Collins left on

the Staab residence, are preparing to Thursday morning for their former
leave during the latter part of next home in Portland, Ore., to be absent
week on their return home. They will about a montn, during which time they
likely spend a few days en route at will vibit ne Lewis and Clark exposi
Trout Springs near Las Vegas on a tion, also spending a few days at San
visit to friends. Uttle Miss Julia, who Francisco, Los Angeles and the Grand
only 4 years of age, uses very Canyon as they return.
except by nourishment. There Is no is
In a list of recently patented inven-- :
way to nourish except through the charming and correct Boston English,
is certainly
a Bostonese young tions punished In the Scientific Amer-- j
stomach. The stomach must be kept and
healthy, pure and sweet or the woman of most pleasing appearance. lean, is t'ne following from Arizona:!
Safety Signal System F. V. KingJ
strength will let down and disease
A Warning to Mothers.
Train and engine men
will set up. No appetite,
loss of Too much care cannot be used with Wii'slow, Ariz.
strength, nervousness, headache, con- imall children during the hot weather of meet and pass another train at a
stipation, bad breath, sour risings, the summer months to guard against point on the run, and run past and!obtroubles. As a rule, It Is only necrifting. Indigestion, dyspepsia and all bowel
essary to give the child a dose of cas- collide with the other train. The
stomach troubles that are curable are tor oil to correct any disorders of the ject of this invention is to provide
quickly cured by the use of Kodol bowels. Do not use any substitute, but mechanism whereby when the pre- the
castor oil, ant? determined point has been reached a(
Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what give
ee that It Is fresh, as rancid oil nausignal will he operated in the cab or'
you eat. and strengthens the whole seates
and has a tendency to gripe. If
digestive apparatus.
this does not check the bowels, give car so that the conductor's or en- -'
.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlar-rho- e gineer's attention will be called to the'
PHOENIX
remedy, and then a dose of castor order received from the train disoil, and the disease may be checked In patcher
SANTA FE
at some station back on the
tnclplency
Its
and all danger avoided. The
Arizona Republican.
castor oil and this remedy should be road whereby he will again read his'
procured at once and kept ready for In- order and be prevented from passing'
Miss Mary Henshaw, chief clerk of From the New Mexican.
as soon as the first IndicaMonday evening Hon. and Mrs. L. stant use,
predetermined
point, without1
the Arizona Abstract & Title comof any bowel trouble appears. This such
pany, returned yesterday from a Bradford Prince and son, William tion
la the most successful treatment known, carrying out such order.
month's outing in San Francisco and Bradford Prince, entertained a party and may be rolled upon with Implicit
Stanley Wood and Mrs. Purl 'Wagof young people at their beautiful ronfldence, even In cases of cholera In- ner, two of Winslow's popular young
vicinity.
by
sale
For
fantum.
dealers.
all
M. J. Ga:pln returned homo yester- nome, .No. ill Palace avenue, In hon
people, were married at the resilience
o
day from a two months' visit in South-c- or, of their guest. Miss Howland, of
of the bride last Sunday. Mr. Wood'
LORDSBURG
He had a pleasant New York city. The spacious rooms
is chief clerk to Trainmaster LuptonJ
California.
Mrs. J. W. Chrlstal and daughter,!
time and feels ready now to start in of the Prince residence were prettily
Belle, left Saturday morning for Las'
and make a million or so In Arizona decorated with leaves and sweet peas From the Liberal.
Mrs. M. L. Crocker and Mrs. H. O. Vegas, N. M. They were called there
mines and real estate. He had bet- pink and green being the prevailing
ter luck this time than on his last colors. The placita was brilliantly il- Shaler, who have been spending the by a telegram to the bedside of Mrs.
trip to California, for he cut out San luminated with Japanese lanterns and summer at Long Beach, returned Sat- Christal's little
J. A. Root and Miss Beulah Sykes,
Francisco and saved his pocketboon. electric lights, with a number of cosy urday. Mrs. ShaTur is the llrst of the
Officer Moore arrested a drunken corners and lovers' nooks, with easy Clilton ladies returning, and sho was two popular young telegraph operators
Mexican yesterday who had engaged chairs and plenty of sola pillows. The a little afraid to take tlno baby to of the Santa Fe, were married at
in rows with various barkeepers, and lfusiiea noors were excellent for t'litiou, and so has reuted the Chase
last Sunday morning. We unthen went home and tried to subdue dancing and the light fantastic was bouse for a few weeks, when it will derstand that they will move to
his family in the saute way. On the! tripped by the guests until the wee bo safe to return to Clilton. Mr. Thoreau, N. M in the near future.
Delic ious refreshments Shat'er canto down from Clifton Satway to the jail he confided to the Mint' hours.
on the
Market Equal to
in day 10 meet his family. He stopped Nothing
officer that he would just as soon whip w ere served promptly at midnight.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince 011 Thurs-vlnce- over Sunday, but could May no lousier.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
conMm as not, but the policeman
Diarrhoea Remedy.
being tailed hiu-- to Clifton by tho ball
him that it would be entirely day shipped 10U boxes of Clupp's
This fact Is well known to druggists
and as lar as he was vorite pears from his Sunshine ranc'n game.
everywhere,
and nine out of ten will
S. I'. Connor was in the city this give
concerned he didn't care if nobody north of Espanola. This was the
customers this preparation
largest one day's shipment since this week, and made a trip to Clifton to when Ihelr
t'Ver whipped him.
the best Is asked for. Mr. Olio.,
.1. H. Coulter, w ho had been In the
fruit season commenced. The pears visit with his son, W. II. Connor, the Winner, a prominent druggist of Joplin-M'to hts customers, Bays:
onnty jail lor several days awaiting were shipped to Colorado mining mail clerk running between Lordsburg "ThereIn aIs circular
nothing on the
In the
way of patent medicine mnrket
the disposition of the insanity charge! camps, the variety being of an early and Clifton.
which equals
Cenrge r. Manner and Miss Ramon Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlar-rho- e
against him, was removed to the Ari- - lind and very line. This season's
Kennedy for bowe l complaints.
zona sanitarium yesterday. There has trint crop in the Ijspanola valley is taiiardo were married at Hachlta sell mid
recommend this preparation."
linen considerable correspondence with not only great, but of superior quality. Sunday. Mr. Manner has charge of Fur sale by all de'alers.
Wednesday afternoon from 4 to 7 the business of lie Lordsburg and
his relatives in Nebraska and else-- !
Hello, Central!
I am in dirt from
aUmt his case, but the relatives o'c lock, Mrs. T. B. Catron entertained chita load at Brocknian.
want
Miss I.izie Swan, tho a.eeoniplish-luestion- . cellar to garret. "Well, you
liave always
the money in honor of her niece. Miss Eileen!
Thornton. Mo is the cleaner." With
Yesterday I):-- Tafel, whojWalz. of Kl Paso, Texas. Thirty-fou- r
ed school teach, r, who had been
re
competent
help.
Pi
ices
)
asonable.
teli gra.h,them, received word! of the young miss, a of the Capital tending the summer normal Institute
gathered on Ihe large, beautilul at Las
gas. has returned to her Has both 'phonos. Ulllco, SOU North
hat his f rienis wouM come to Phoe-jcitThird
sireet.
jiix, and wi;u:i!
:ait toda, but Kill lawn of the Catron home and indulged Lordeburg home. The Insiilute was
nothing was aii about money mat- - in
arious interesting and amusing largely anemic! and was a success,
They
Appeal to Out Sympathies.
,
lets. Dr. P.iel. in ch.irg. of the ean- past inn s until tl o'clock, when re-There w as another Chinaman ma-lThe Minims and dyspe'ptlo and constant
ilarium; finally decided io admit is'' shiin iits, calculated to appease the' happy in Lordsburg this week,
r
sufti r rs and appe al to our Pvmpathli s.
;md ti.i.--f to h's relatives on bnir. er o! happy young people after! 0111 ihe interference of the Chinese
TluTf Is not one of them, heiwever, who
and
nut pe brought back to
arrival to leimlmrse the sani-thours or gambols, wero served, spectors. Ton Sing, better known as rmiy
happiness by the use of Chsmttereatn's
tarium.
The picture presented by the smiling Sun Sing, and Miss Viceuta Ramirez Stomnch and
tabThese
Tablets.
I.lver
There se, uis to have bee n a misap-- , face s, the bright dresses and the' Were married Tuesday evening by lets Invlgorut the stomach and liver hh.i
pre hension as to w ho actually made flowers and green of the law n, were' Judge' Mcdi ath.
strengthen the digestion. The-- also
the bowels. For sale by all
the arrest of Thomas Willis, the chec k ' one long to be remembered by those" S: Long, who had been running out

.post-offic- e

TERRITORIAL
TOPICS

I

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
ALBUQUERQUE
SEPTEMBER IB, 19. SO, 21, 22, 23

JJJ

!,

purses and prjzes

i:

HorselRacing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports
WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH

4- -

GRAND

GRAND

3sa.i,:.-STREET

STREET

PARADE

PARADE

grand-daughte-

a

e

tide-steppe-

t

,

e

with-Coulte-

wo

j

reg-ulH-

ft

Hitched to a road wagon. Will go two heats every day in 2:30 or
better, paced by a horse. Grand Live Stock Show. U. S Cavalry Drills.
Monteauma Ball. Fleece Exhibit. Fruit Exhibit.
DA SE DAL L TO URN A MENT
$1500jin Purses. Open to New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo, and

ElPaso, Texas, Teams.

FIRST ANNUAL HORSE

SHOW

Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.

f EDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
W. H. GREER, President

D. K. B.

SELLERS, Secretary

TUESDAY, AUG.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

15, 1905.

classified advertisements
or rather 'lineri" one cent a word
ADDRESSED TO WORKING GIRLS for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 15
s
Mloa Barrows Tells How Mrs.
cents per Issue. In order to Insure
proper
AdTlo Helps Working Girls
classification
all
"liners"
should be left at this office not later
12
than
o'clock noon.
Girls who work

&

Pink-ham'-

are particularly
susceptible to fern ale disorders,
especially

11

Ml

t,v

u

.

...-.J-

A GROUP OF FAIR CUMBERS
LOOKING UP AT RAINIER'S
CREST.
BYXBFF
tho 'climber, through the
(Article One)
woo,lsNewspaper Enterprise Association.
to 50, under military discipline com- 7 C" 0f
nnl .' Var
val.fy.
,
ten miles b- .
Seattle. Wash.. Aug. 15 On July ing together In ranm om
ten,S Wt're
mes3 tables at the end o
Teh,? 8,"n"i";,,
16, shortly after the noon hour,
the merry making around the cathe,n day '
111
fro,V
hl(:h "olnt
greatest caravan of mountain climb- at night, and finally,
w "
'uiucu to a made
ers ever organized, left the railroad mere handful liv tho
"..uvio nciu LttlVt'lt talc
ot in two separate
camps, Chinese
terminal of Ashford, Washington, and cess of elimination, tumbling exhaust- cooks and Japanese
waiting boys preed,
lmt
triumphant,
over
the
set out on foot through the woods
rim of siding over the culinary affairs of the
the
crater, whose fires had
in a drizzling rain upon a fourteen pooledsummit
ages before the venturesome o.eirus, Appaiacnians and Alpines
and an Irish ch ee. with r.nrninn na.
nille tramp to a temporary camp at toot or man had trod the earth
sistants.
broiler
In the procession of
Lonmire Springs, at the base of Mt
. n.'L ". K C0T,ucllnrangethe forgiant
,
the Maza
Rainier, the most difficult mountain represented the four erlT nHmT.f
mas,
the
cluh
of
tho
lareest
four
clubs of America: The Appalachians,
in the United States to climb.
While commissary
and tent
Ten days later, on July 28, at
th ai. shelters were providedrations
07 with headquarters at nostnn
pines
P. in the last of those of the
,who
have
scaled the
Alps, the club funds, the climbers from commoncolumn
were requir, ., V
l l
who had held out through all the
hard
preliminary
climbs and endurance .hewerr?
'
' : .
consisted of a
tests, and who had successfully
.
zamas. of Washington
. klt
who
the final climb, set triumphant made
emulate the goat f,,,,, wich
foot
r
t. felaor
upon the crest of the great white
SCa"nS the
"Po- - the grottnd to'keer.he6
L'o
Peak,
above sea level, and 98
(lamp out or the bedding; a canteen;
names were roclstcroii in .....
.
t ,.e i iiiiioing party . a tin cup; a stick or greased pa nt
calf bound book, which is kept in a was of interesting variety.
big iron chest at the summit, shelter- scientific were geological Among the with which the face is painted on
miow neiu ami g.aclal climbs to preed from the mountain top storms in a survey experts, anxious toand glacial
refute ac vent snow blistering; a red veil, as
niche of the crater rim.
.. .
cepted
i
nieasiirenipnta
l,.itiniui
nnl
a.i nuiii-to.i.i.ii ,i irtft'tlUfl
,
HaillSl IIIO RUOW
Of the fix triumphant ones. 4ti
t
upon Dlos- - glare; a pair or dark goggles, to
""
.meiu
7
spii'tKiul ath.etic nrtx ncta nt soma ani burn whiin t T,,iDn..
. .
ui inn
iiiini.uioiij .tm. .ouun i.u.i
a Tr.
pint or enier- i,
i, i i
Ihe
withlgency
ViJL vut ,h" dt'Pn.lontly up- - were artists and photographers
whisky
; "a stout pair
brandy
or
wardMn
,n,,,,r,nB !.mint ,,),rushes and camera; univert-itof climbing boots, large enough to be
T",'
equally til hardships of
"
..r....
the trail.
i
under the wino" of no!io ....... nil,, .iimc-t111
IHIM fl V HIIll
l
All HiDug
:
,,.,..
,
:liail
..
n
mi
i
nrotessors
mniint.i
oi.in
athlotin ...... .us,
ine
..i..t
!..
i ir
i;
nun
Willi
in
inia soma
mi
in
kn
kiK
uiui
camp or left along the trail, were men, society girls, carefully
chanor.
nniithpr
for
ice
ellnibinir:
nnlr
of aoft
tnose who had "dropped out" heart- - "'led, business women looking
after camp shoes: serv ceab e knickerbock
hroken enthusiasts whose exhausted themselves, physicians with emergenera for the men and stout bloomers
DMles and flagging spirits had forced
medicines, attorneys, tourists and or "overalls" for the women; and an
tnem to .ie down beside the long, ar- - n'
newspaper correspondents,
Alpine stick, without which wliln crev- duous perilous trail that leads up- The task of towing a
of asses and narrow, precipitous trails
artt through the clouds to a scenic nearly 400 persons, even oncaravan
with are wen nigh Impassable, the pointview nnparalelled anywhere in Amer- - fifty pounds of baggage for foot
each, to- - ed steel end of the stick being dug in
lca. the few exceptions who had pre- - gether with commissary sufficient
vaulting Am! th brink
viously made the climb to Rainier's satisfy the demands of steadily In-to- the Ice while
the side having varied uses, nil the
summlt and who did not care to again creasing appetites, In no easy matter, at
way .from seenring an advance hold
make the climb.
all the horses, mules and even on a Steen ledee to hool.lnrr a follnui-- .
ur most striking and picturesque and
"burros" in the surrounding country climber by the belt when the latter
.was ,the Procession through- - were kept busy two weeks before the is on tne point or sliding to eternity
iitM, ten
days it wound Its way encampment, carrying supplies and over
tne edge or a precipice
BY
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WANTK1)

clothing.
south of
will call.

work and taken their outfit to Durau-go- ,
L'olorado, where it will be sold at
public auction.
Their work will en-

GRANLC

VALLEY

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure positions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your busi
ness and guarantee to give satlsfac
tion. Give us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor
ers, etc.
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to California.
TWENTY
Mexicans railroad work
sMd east.

a

The Southwestern

sizes.

Phone

Mark your collars every time they
go to the Laundry. Find out how
much longer Corliss-CooCollars
ear than others.
Get Them At

able the reclamation service to estibought thej mate the cost of the irrigation project
Las Crucesl in that section, so that it may be deabout a year ago, passed through the' termined what the project will cost
city last nigut en route east. Major, and thereafter to fix the price of land
Peterson is at present waking an ex- - to settlers.
perlnunl in growing tobacco in the'
Alesilla valley. He has three acres oil "Itching hemorrhoids were the plaWas almost wild.
the plant, which made a tine growth, gue ofs my iife.
Ointment cured me quickly,
aud he Is encouraged In the belief that loan
the. w eed would lie a good crop forKioj and permanently, after doctors had
CJranJe valley fanners. The color of failed." C. F. Cornwell, Valley street,
the experimental planting is equal to Saugertles, X. Y.
the Colo.- of any lie i vc r saw in Ken-tucky or any of the other tobacco
growing states.
lie tv.sul! o the cur-luol tiie plant will be w a tilled wit !l
Postmasters Aooointerf
Interest.
The following postmasters
The attention of the major to tohave
bacco was first attracted in New Mex- been appointed in New Mexico: I'etcr
ico by the natives of the Mtsilla val K. l.arey, Carrizozo, Lincoln county;
ley, who grow a certain poor quality vice Kr. d M.
limit, resigned; Kagy
of it. Aier making inquiry, it was, I lies, Jetnes, Sandoval county, to
resigned;
learned that tne natives in early days! succeed Charles F, Spod.-rI.aguna, Valencia county,
used to devote a great deal of atten- " ' v
tion to the weed, and it was found to 'apt'oinu :.
be a very p'.otltaMe crop until tmtii.;.'
l.ii' iii. e
arose over the internal revenue laws.
with dist
The natives did not take kindly to the '' '1;
"I -.ti.e a nil. Cllt. I.I li:ses,
ii.--.
. .'.to:tax impo.-c- .i
Iir. Thomas- Kclcpu;.oii tl.e j.roduct, and the
growing of it tierauie confined to a' trie Oil
pa!,i !tis!ai.t!y.
very lew who i.ii.-e,a t ,r tie ir own Ni it f ,afe wit hi. lit it.
'Ihese people hae piauii d the same SPECIAL TERM OF COURT
IN SIERRA COUNTY
Hi ui ye.ir to ear and the product lia liemme dwarted and uroti.i
lud'--e
Frank
W. Parker, of the
" li il ot no coiniiie, cial value. Tne
.indicia! dis'rici court, has d
bilie,, s iha; rlu- soil a ml climatic 'blrl
,
n or ',
f,,r hol,.ng a special term of
ond:tii,;.s in Ne
xii i, are right
in llil.slmro, in Sierra county,
lor the ur.iuV- - of ohaceo, and that' tl iurt
N month. .Inn. is summoned Uir ttie
new and ft rttle so-will hrin
toi'ti
are notiti, d to 1. ,m ,and on
a pr.id.M t t .ilue and pmiit.
"Mi. hut no m. nee ias y. t been
"f tile lea-afor the ses-ioThree p. ' i , h.it i hi a a n a1,; , 'iv.-n;,lde. t'h" i r.i
:i x;i: up i.
WORK COMMENCED ON WING
dlarr.'io. a
lei
ir
if
li
OF LORETTO ACADEMY
Wi il S
n.
f li'-- .

UNIVERSITY NOTES

ilajor I'eterson, who
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LA PLATA

VALLEY

Th.'
.i f ll.e 1', S !' .;t:p;itimi serwi'e, ul.o h;r. 1" M Incur i:: z
reservoir sites in tl.e
I'.ata vail. y.
iiiiciulcl to reclaim Ihh.iimO acres if
land ii li of the 'Kan .l ian rier In
Juan county, haw friiisheil their

V

l,a
li ('.miienci J (m Ihf
win.; ' 'i uie i.oreitu acaileiny at
'"inc.-- ,
'una Ana coumy, and
l the
;e:i f.iii.-h-e
institution will pos-s
one of 'th.. I11(lst commodious
i) r.r
- i'i t'ie
The new
w
-' V, .1! l,e al.ont 4"xlun fe. t in si.t',
' !i .in HI of the sumo
dimensions.
T ie ciii.ns of Uis fiiices
f. .""II toward tin- $1T, 011(1 neerl..,! fur'
t! ie addition.
W..i

'

!

!

li-

suhi-crilii'-

'

Next .Monday will be registration
day lor the opening of the school
ear Ihuj-t,- .
Indications point to an
increased enrollment over last year.
President TiKht returned Saturday
witli 1'ruf. Ciiau from an outing in the
Jemez country.
Thomas Hell, of last year's praduat-iclass, has been spending the summer in Albuquerque, it,., will
leave
soon for Oxford. KnK and, where
is
to enter Lincoln college. It willhe be
reincmU'rcd that Mr. Hell has the
Rhodes scholarship for New Mexico.
Ihe I'la'erinl f,,r a cood foot ball
'inn is already
si'it. Hast stu-des of tne Lniwrsiiy are working
hard to l.riim this about. With
r
Anell as trainer and coa.di,
with ordinary material, athb tics will
have a irood year.
Many improvement
have taken
place on the campus d'ning the summer. Tin- rirls- dormitory has been
fi'tcl up with modern convenience
and the number of rooms Increased.
A lea',!'.; plant has been
Installed,
wi h the l.oiier, in a sp cial huildiii','.
The basement or the administration
has i, i, entirely rearranged and two
new recitation rooms have In eu added. The I ii er.-i- t y reservoir has been
cou:p!e-e- .
the tiymnnsiurii
refitted
and equipped and an oiitd.mr nymiias-iun- i
Most noticeable is
n. pr
tnei.t in surroiitidiims. The
barn n can. i. us has become a place
pov.-rvith Vitus, flowers, hedges
and tie.,unfinished wank will
he completed this Wo!;.
Mi - S
the new lihraran. wi.l
arri.e i.i t Saturday. Mi-- s Sish r !s
a
olii
and an experience,
teacher.

THE GLOBE STORE
Vest Railroad Ave.
Men's Furnishings of the BETTER Son
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Hro-less-
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Peculiar Disappearance.
J. I Irmy in. r f U'ltl. rv tltc, Ohio, Inid
h I" 'tliar l!x.tjie!tranc of his painful t. ii,; terns i.f iiiiln,'. at.i.ti ami MUmus-t- i.
NVw l.fP l'llis. lie
s. tn' It. Kinn
i'li'T nr.- a p rf. rt
Uy for
dizzlnms, (...ur ntnmnch.
tie", liuaram. id; ut a! drun-i'rii.', ir.'c.
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Sick h. al.tr
i. d condition

-
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suits
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of the Morn-.cHnd la
(lulckly p.ir.d t v ( hanit.. rl.un a Stoma.
h
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Liver Table, a.
ur
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LOW RATE

j

EL PASO and
SOUTHWESTERN

EXCURSIONS

SYSTEM

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER. COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANb ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems
LIBERAL

RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules

Finest Equipment

DOUBLE

DAILY SERVICE

Dining; Cars all the Way

Short Line East

pg

For further information call or address
Y. R. STILES,

G.

an(j
P. A., E. P. SOUTHWESTERN

& S. System, El Paso, Tex

SYSTEM
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BORRADAILE

AGENCY
Red Upstairs.
110 South Second

GROSS
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LAS VEGAS

MACHINERY

OIR SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, CAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your conditions and we cart supply your wants. Special Hoist Catalogue on application.

The
1621-163- 9

Ilendrie

&

Bolthoff

Seventeenth Street,

and Supply Co.
DENVER, COLORADO

J

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

f

Eoth Phones.

CO
i

Free Trial.

Cm,

GROCERS

I
?"c

.V.

& CO.

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

ts

ii...!hrr

fiFCHfAlCH CO.

anta,

KELLY

HOISTING

'

Price

re-

nu.tucit.
r.'rrr.iu.i

UP COLD AVENUE

'

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Everything

OAK STEEL RANGES

X

couch

KILLthb

aw

1

n

IJ

r.

CO.,

ALBUQUERQUE

r

v.t .1
it
.,4
t:.r!ll to tu- on
.ii tr. ii t tu
..
It i M tl.tri Kneni
4
ei .."i
rcoai.
4

&

etc.

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS

EASY TO MAKE GOOD
WITH
CLUB
HOU3I

,

k

AGENT CHARTER

WHOLESALE

rlt'tt.ftir, whin
reaolved to try Dr.
KIiik New DlHcovery for Coimumptl'iii,
t'ounhs and Col. Is. The tiroU bottle gave
r.ll.f; aft.-- taking four hottlea Fhe waa
cured nu.l la now In perfect health.
Never fulls to relieve and cure a coukIi
or rol.l. At
dealers; 6oc and SI. Guarantied. Trial bottle free.

In

Squares,

(INCORPORATED)

A Touching Story
trip b.ivIiir from d.aih nf the Imdy grl
(i.-.iot
A. Kyl. r, Cuinliprland. .Md. He
w rit, a:
"At the aee of 11 morn ha our
little Blrl whs In declining health, v
a. rlous thiont trouble, and two phyal-chiri- H
Kuve her up. H'e were hltnoet In

a1..!.. inir.il
w. b it

f

Stoves and Ranges, Art

Needed About the House.

Im

of la'ror

j

j.

Beds,

Employment

Horses,
Wagons and other Chattils; also on
SAl.AItlKS AXU WAREHOUSE
aa low as $10.00 ami aa hiRh
aa trjou.o". Ixjans are quickly made
private.
and strictly
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bhlg.
21." West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.

FLOUR.

Crockery

1

Money to Loan
I'lanos, Organs,

I't ?sultl,

in

r

:(

BRA Of It I

fi..:

t

ej.--

y

!

....l le.;

and

TRAD! MARK
4

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to PaulBens Association
Railroad
Ticket
office. Rallrnart
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

Ma ih c r'o Ffiend
har '

It app.ie i exrr.
it C'iitir ...r..t

'

RAILROAD

IT IS
BREAD

I

't

Ftfrnittire

....

r,

thing in tli worU
A .'vi,t,.cj
Love; th live th
Uvis1 c4 on t.r children; the lov her
; without this
chii.i s.iuwid iiive lor
love s;ie c ju
eudure the agnnms liw
i
Ciitnt t
.rt.i ; appri iat;v of this
pcend wi devised to IcsV
lova, Mut'Mi
trve uini
iuguiih of chi.drtirth,
nut be strained to th
tUit tini
brrakn.jj point Mntlitr't Kritnd duet all
nore- - - ,t en a u
trti
the fur.d mother
lo ipee i: ly if j.rj,i fi um the Uort
.
.: hr to
maieiu.:y,
nr lvt
Itrtntti, p et' m:s her youliiKtl linf-- i ol
t.er
beauiy, n i n
crow.
pre:i.nc
In jov ith t tuy thorn to mir it.
fr-a- :

'

.

M0N0BATC

cream parlor.

Prompt, Catty
ficcovory.

olpn..(
din-er.- l.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.f Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Turlvibh .NoiiKate Is fine afu r a
dlsti of Ire cream eaten at Mrs.
conto.tioiieiy store and Ice

If.

-

-

No tiresome

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

on Furniture,

j

j

trains.

delays at any station.

TED

n

GOOD CROP

On all through

uai.

yuarter

RIO

CARS.

"r;

cut

n

A

PULLMAN
DININQ
8LEEPER3,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

1

The highest grade of collars are
always four ply. It is the standard of serviceable weight and
strength.
Few
collars
have four ply folds - cut up old
ones and find out which have.
Corliss-CooCollars ic 2 for
2Sc, but four ply always and in all
styles.

IN

k.

FOR RENT.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished front'
room, bath, electric light. No in-valid, r.24 South Third street.
FOH KENT Large, airy rooms, for
hourekecping, corner of Sixth street
and Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,'
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
in city, single or ensuite, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
cottage flats, one with piano. Ap-- f
piy b2i John street, east end of via- -'
duct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- Keeping. Apply at Gold Avenue

High Collar Quality
Means Four Ply

TOBACCO

girl for general house-WorSouth Third street.
Gentlemen's second-hanNo. 515 South First street,
viaduct. Send address and
R. J. Sweeney, proprietor,
A

315

LOST.
Take Kodol After Eating.
LOST STRAYED OR STOLEN A
strawberry roan mare, white face,
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tail. Return to J. M. McQuade,
of Indigestion. Kodol is a thorough
234 North Walter street, and rediKestant and a guaranteed cure for
ceive reward.
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
MALE HELP WANTED.
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by ad druggists.
WANTED Any peion to distilbute
our samples, $18 weekly, steady.
"Empire," 4 Wells street. Chlcaco.
Learn telegraphy and railroad ac
'Em up
counting; $50 to $100 a month salary
assured our graduates
under bond.
For Inside Iitfonnatiort
I
Our elx schools the largest In Amer
ica and endorsed by all railroads,
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
in. i. Atlanta, ua.: L,a Crosse, wis.:
Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,

I

r4

dtessmaker;
charges
reasonable.
Call at (J8 South Arno. Beirphone

WANTED

t

Shortest and quickest
Una from
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Time aa quick
and rates as low as by othsr lines.

First street.
a cordial invitation to correspond
with her. Her long record of success FOR SALE Two snaps In real estate.
Lot 3, in Rlock l".i. of mining's
in treating woman's ills makes her letHighland addition, $ino.OO. Lots 7,
ters of advice of untold value to every
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
ailing working girl, and from her wide
experience and Rkill she quickly points
Copper avenue, Urownwell & I.ail's
the way to health. Her advice is free,
addition. This is one of the finest
and all letters are held by her in
building sites in that part of the
the strictest confidence. Address, Mrs,
city, and if sold quick can be had
l'iukhaui, Lynn, Moss,
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.

l,,h,K,,n

.

"Scenic Line of the World"

m

I

"co-eds-

facto-

ex-ten- ds

riif

",",.,

Fifth ptreet and New York avenue.

"ANTE1
Two first-clas- s
carpenters,
M.75 for eight hours. Union men
prefer! ed. John V. McQuade.
WANTED
highest
Three painters,
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WAN TKD Work, out by the day, or
will take work home, by an expert

Lydia B. 1'inkham's Vegetable CouiiKiund
and Blood Purifier have done for mo. Before
I took thorn I was very nervoun, had dull
headaches, pains in back, and montldi, were
irregular, I had been to several doctors, and
tnoydid me no good.
"Your medicine has made me well and
strong. I can do most any kind of work
without complaint, and my periods are ail
right.
RESALE.
JO
''I am in better health than I ever was,
EnYiie furniture of a
and I know it is all riueto your remedies. I FOR SALE
house. Must be sold by Wedrecommend your advice and medicine to all
nesday. Can be seen at 503 South
who suffer."
Third street.
It is to such girls that Mrs. Pink-ha- FOR
SALE Saddle pony, 311 North
holds out a helping hand and

I
I

t'.ood girl for housework.
cook; no washing. Call at

(ood

ries.
Day in and dar
out the ffirl toils.
nd she is often the brend-winnof
the family. Whether she is sick or
well, whether it rains or shines, she
must pet to her place of employment,
perform the duties exacted of her
smilo and bo agreeable.
Amonp this class the symptoms of
female diseases are early manifest by
weak and aching backs, pain in the
lower limbs and lower part of the
stomach. In consequence of frequent
wetting of the feet, monthly periods
become painful and irregular, and frequently there are faint and dizzy spells,
with loss of appetite, until life is a
burden. All of these symptoms point
to a derangement of the female organism which can be easily and promptly
cured by Lydia E. Fiukhain's Vegetable Compound.
Miss Abby V. Barrows, Nelsonrille,
Athens Co., Ohio, tells what this great
medicine did for her. She writes:
Dear Mrs. I'iukliam
"I feol it, my duty to tell yon the pood

IfM ,. ill.,

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDS

WANTED.
vv A.N' TK D

those
who are obliged
to stand on their
feet from morning until night in

stores or

SEVEN.

CLASSIFIED
ADS
Note
All

CORDIAL jNVITATIOH

TRIP TO RAIfJIERS SUMMIT

A

PAGE

M

-

A. H. liEYN, Mgr.

id und Marquette

Local and
Personal
Fair tonight and Wednesday; warmer tonight.
ARRIVAL
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

You Save Money

OF TRAINS.

1, from the east, 7:30 p. m.
7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
8, from the west, 6:45 p. ni.
2, from the west, 7:B5 a. m.
4, from the west, 11:59 a. m.

As a rule, a ninn's a fool.
When it's hot, he wntits It cool.
When it's cool, ho wants It hot;
By

taking advantage

tale

of our closing out

of Oxfords and broken

lines of Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes. Remember, they are
new, up to date goods, neither soiled nor shopworn, and guaranteed
to give satisfaction.

Always wanting what It's not.
Sullivan.
Attorney K. I.. Miller left last night
for El Paso on legal business.
Pick Huber, a member of the New
Mexleo mounted police, was In the city
today.
H. M. Merrltt, bookkeeper
at the
rank of Commerce Is enjoying an out-lin the Jemti countiy.
Mrs. Thomas McMlllIn, wife of Chief
of 1'ollco McMlllIn, U eonflned to her
home on Walter street by Illness.
Captain John K. Fullerton of the
territorial mounted police, returned
last night from a trip to the capital.
Miss llelle O'llrien. of the Alvarado
lunch counter, left this morninx for
an extended visit with friends In New
n

Women's Oxfords
Reduced to
Women's Shoes
Reduced to

...
...
.

.

.

$1.85 to $3.50

.

1.45

.

to 2.85

2.00 to

.

1.85

.

Men's Shoes

to

2.90

to

1.00

UOto

3.00

1.75

Reduced to

3.50

York.

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
band that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
beat In Savor and the best In
turn-lushin- g

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 Souta Second St.

MAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we eell principally, like the Father of His Country,
M a reputation second to none, and
you know, it you've tried it, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ttle- e
from Impurities. Its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle ns to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
until wood, mountain wood and kind-Onfree-burnin- g

Borti ohones-

George Arnot, manager of the local branch of Gioss, Kelly & company,
was a passenger for Las Vegas this
morning.
Mrs. B. Ruppe and daughter Lillle,
left last night for El Paso, where they
will spend several days on a visit
with I'rienda.
W. H. Drown, district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe at
El Paso, was in the city between
tiains this morning, while en route to
Las Vegas.
Secretary J. W. Haynolds arrived
from Santa Ke last night and will remain In the city until the hearing of
the charges against Sheriff Hubbell
is finished.
Miss Clara Olsen, private secretary
to tiie governor, accompanied the executive to Albuquerque, to attend to
ofncial matters in connection with the
Hubbell hearing.
Mrs. George W. McAtee, accom
panied by lier son, will leave tonight
for Denver, where she will loin Mr.
McAtee. They expect to make their
future home in Denver.
Mrs. O. W. Johnston was hostess
yesterday to Miss Helen Robinson
and Miss Minnie Jameson, old friends
from Texas, who were In the city for
a day while touring the west.
Mrs. Mary Finch of Albuquerque,
and Miss M. A. Finch of New York,
will leave tonight for the Portland exposition. En route, they will stop
off for a few days at the Grand
Judge A. J. Abbott of Santa Fe,
United States attorney for the Pu
eblo Indians, passed through the city
last night on his way from Santa Fe
to Poitland, Ore., where he goes to
attend the exposition.
Governor Miguel A. Otero arrived
from the north last night and today
began the hearing of Sheriff Thomas
S. Hubbell at the Alvarado.
The gov
ernor will return to Santa Fe as soon
as the bearing Is finished.
J. D. Torlina, of 820 South Third
street, wlio was a leading merchant

John S. Beaven
-

the pioneer
In Albuquerque during
days of the cltv. ts celebrating his
today. Mr.
seventy-seconbirthday
Torlina was born In Cincinnati August 15, 1833. He came to New Mexico In 1882 and was for many years
engaged In the wholesale carpet business In the building occupied by the
dry goods store of I,. Kempenlch, on
Railroad avenue.
The protracted services at the Highland Methodist church promise to be
successful. The services last night
were Interesting. Preaching at night
only. The nubile at largo Is Invited
to attend these services.
Traveling Territorial Auditor Chas.
V. Safford, of Santa Fe, was in the
city today to attend the hearing of
the charges against Sheriff Thomas
S. Hubbell. The hearing was held In
the governor's suite at the Alvarado.
Two cars of the latest styles In vehicles were carted to the Albuquerque Carriage company's repository
yesterday, and there will be a feast
for the eye in the company's display
room within a few days, which will
please the most fastidious of horse
and carriage fanciers.
John Belknap of Saginaw, Mich.,
has been given the position of superintendent in die woods for the American Lumber company, to succeed H.
W. Wright, who yesterday handed In
his resignation. Mr. Helknap is an
efficient lumberman and will go to
Thoreau tomorrow to assume the
duties of his new position.
Attorney N. 11. Field was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning. When
asked if there were likely to be any
sensational developments In the Caldamage
company's
Coal
edonian
suit against the Santa Fe railroad, he said that he was neither
a "piophet nor a prophet's son." A
rumor circulated a few days ago had
It that there was likely to be a compromise in the above named suit.
All lovers of good music will be
pleased to h ar that the Church of
Immaculate Conception will have its
old choir back again on the opening
of the fall season, September 3. The
men's choir and Gregorian music have
been clone away with after a year's
trial. Mrs. T. J. Shinick will continue In charge, and will have a large
number or young voices to assist her,
making the chorus parts quite strong.
of music will be
The same high cl
kept up. It will be twenty years this
fall since Mr.,. Shinick took charge of
the Immaculate Concep..on church
choir.
Closing Stock Quotations.
New York. Aug. 15. Atchison. 90;
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25 Ounces for 25 cents
SAVES
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You know the celebrated "Karpeu"
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SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

H

S.S.PEARLSTINE
2122 South Second street.

go ods as far as you can see them. Call
and see good Leather Furniture, and plenty of It.
RUGS, FURNITURE,
W.
LINOLEUM, DINNER WARE,
corner second and Copper Avenue.

STRONG'S SnhlSiatWBuiaroaBaw

ALBUQUERQUE

Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cars; Shaftings; Pulley, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts ior Buildings. J
J J J J
REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

WORKS.
im mw

iii

RP.JALL

Pro?.

ON

MACHINERY

MINING

MILL

AND

j j

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side ol Railroad Track
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Auto Phone, 328.

fruit
grower and merchant of Socorro Is
e
seventy-flvboxes of
in the city with
peaches which he expects to place on
Mr.
Rverts
savB
tha lnrnl mnrkfit.
that the fruit was never finer In So-- !
eorro county than it is tnis year.

(Immense Fail

Pears for Sale.
Fine, ripe pears for sale, at Wesco's
ranch, near the saw mill. Can be
supplied in any quantity. Telephone
No. 107, four rings.

SHIPMENTS

o

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
SEPTEMBER 23.
BIBYCLES AT COST.
COLUMBIA

GRADE

HIGH

SUN

NOW ON THE ROAD

AND

Simon Ste?n

TRIBUNE BICYCLES AT- - COST,
FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS.
HOUSTON, 118 Gold Ave.
FOR FINE FLAVORED FRUIT,
ASK FOR W. JENKS GREEN LABEL ESMERALDA HIGH CLASS
FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET
IT.

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
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team and Hot Water Heating
BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed
Call and Examine the

In Our Sample Rooms

o

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

OUT" BRACE GAMES

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

"There will be no brace games In
Albuquerque during the Twenty-fiftterritorial fair. "said Secretary D. K. B.
Sellers this afternoon. "I have received considerable correspondence form
persons desiring gaming privileges at
the fair," continued the colonel, "but
no such privileges will be let. We
have enough games at the various
clubs of the city which we know are
conducted fair nnd snuare. and If any
one comes to take In the festivities
feeling a little sporty he will have little trouble In getting action on his
money, lly past experiences we have
learned that the tourist gamester, as a
rule, Is "is crooked" and we will have
none of them at the fair."
h

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE rOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

WMFTMEY GOEVillPAMY
1 13-- 1

1B-1-

rirst Street

South

17

North

401-40- 3

any

&

are
and
our

Leading Jeweler,
RAILROAD AVENUE

Doors.

Just received a carload of screens!
doors, all sizes and new design.

....Matteucci.

Call on us for Lumber, Glass,

Dealer In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS. IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Oils

and

Paint,

Cement Also for

REX

FLINTKOTE ROOFING.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

at

No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.
Call

Flrt Street

Screen

P. LommorL- -

GO.

Successor to John A. Leo.
First and Marquette.

h
Colorado Phon,

i9?

The Fuehr

Undertaking Company,
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr,
307 West Railroad

TO INSURE TOTAL CLEARANCE
AND TO MAKE ROOM FOR

a prominent

S rra

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZ

Both 'Phones.

coupons.

THI!

H. Byerts,

W.

FAIR ASSOCIATION "CUTS

Tewelry and Silverware

PPrPTTf
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This Week

:ess of manufacture.

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.

DIAMONDS
Watches,

Summer Stock

Because the largest and best facilities la
the country enable the manufacturers to
(void variation in materials and in the pro

104.

ZW,

ARE MADE ON OUR ENTIRE

UNIFORMLY GOOD

103; X. Y. C, 155!: Pennsylvania. 114; S. P., twi; U. P., 143',
pfd.,
S. S.,
pfd., 99; U.

REDUCTIONS

IS

pfd.,

Diamond are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
setting them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

M

15, 1905.

Big Special PAce

Baking Powder

Are you looking for an extra good
OLD RAGS.
pair of ladies' stockings for i!5 cents?
BRING THEM TO THE CITIZEN
Try a pair of our style 2on, Hlack Cat OFFICE; MUST BE CLEAN.
hose. They are excellent fitters, splenWHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
did wearers and perfectly fast black.
They will please you. C. May's Shoe
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

I

TUESDAY, AUG.

d

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

314 WEST RAILROAD AYE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUOUEttOUE

PAGE EIGHT.

Avenue.
Oay or Night

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS

WHOLESALE

HARDWARE
NEEDBUY NOW

SOME THINGS YOU WILL

ut2n",,0hontJ8S

Wm. McINTOSH

RETAIL

AND SAVE MONEY

Five minutes to freeze.

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

Ice Chests and

Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
most serviceable, durable and most economical.
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet. Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
Refrigerators,

out to buy anything in
clothing try The Stein-Bloc"Mi.
smart clothes.
They cost no more than other makes, and
you know they are superior. Quality coupled with moderate prices will wi n. Suits
$8, $10 and $18. Agents for Walkover Shoes, $3.50
h

i

moderately

priced.

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT

A

West Gold Ave.

E. L. WASHBURN CO., S South

Second St.

DEERING

k
N

rD
i ' .ii

MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.

t,

r

hi
v

1

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE
COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

HAY RAKES.

STUDEBAKER

REAPERS.

BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

Write or Call,
and Get Prices.

215 West Railroad Avenue

and
WAGONS.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

